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Brtrait of Miyake Dennai III reading an announcement.

The same print as the preceding number but in a state that shows an
inscription on the scroll from which Miyake Dennai is reading. The
impression has been considerably trimmed so that part of the figure and
all of the signature are missing.

It has not been noted hitherto that in the four impressions with lettering
which have been reproduced previously, the inscription in one differs
from that in the three others. The print formerly in the Jacquin Collec-
tion which is reproduced in the Marsukata Catalogue as well as in the
Vignier-Inada Catalogue, number 290, from which it was rephoto-
graphed for the illustrations in Noguchi, Nakata and Ukiyo-vc T'aisci,
agrees in the arrangement and wording of the inscription with the Brit-
ish Museum impression, splendidly reproduced in color by von Seidlitz,
with the one formerly in the Gonse Collection which is reproduced in
Migeon's Chefs d'oeuvre d'Art [aponais and with the one here shown.
In the impression reproduced as Rumpf number 38, however, the in-
scription obviously is different not only in the text itself but also in the
number and length of the lines in which it is arranged. Unfortunately
Rumpf's reproduction is so dim and in such small scale that the Japanese
characters cannot be read with any assurance; but according to him the
announcement Miyako Dennai is reading states that "new portraits of
the actors appearing in the second act which will follow immediately"
have been published.

The inscription on our print and on all the others to which we have
referred reads: Kojo. Kaye yori ntbanmc shinpan nlgao goran ni ire tate-
matsuri sora, which means approximately: "Announcement. From now
on we present for your inspection newly printed portraits for the ni-
banmc." The difficulty in determining the exact meaning comes from the
word nlbanmc, If this is translated "second part," as is done by some au-
thorities, the meaning of the announcement would be equivalent to that
given by Rumpf. If, on the other hand, nibanmc means rather "second
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THE MANAGER
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I

L~e theatre director Miyako Dennai III fat shrewd and complacent, , ,
seated in ceremonial costume and reading from a scroll that he holds
open before him. The print is a masterpiece of characterization in every
line of the face and hands, and to some it has suggested comparison with
certain portraits by Holbein.

Brick red is the ground color of the main part of the costume and on this
is a "Long-life" design in white. The remaining portions are in a some-
what faded blue.

Miyako Dennai at the time this print wasmade-some time in I794, the
exact date will be discussed later-had recently become owner-manager
of the Miyako-za or "Capital Theatre." During the preceding year the
Nakamura-za, of which the Miyako-za had been a subsidiary,had closed
its doors; and when the owner-manager portrayed in the print raised the
last-mentioned house to first rank by an important production there in
the eleventh month of 1793, the event was momentous to him personally
for the additional reason that in 1633 the first Miyako Dennai had
founded the Miyako-za, and now after over I60 years of varied fortunes,
it was once again under an entrepreneur of the same name and recog-
nized as one of the three leading theatres of Edo.

Naturally the first part of 1794 was a time of celebration at the theatre.
Immediately before HANAAYAME BUNROKU SOGA, the first play treated
in this catalogue, there was produced as part of the ceremonies of re-
joicing, a special joruri entitled KOTOBUKI MIYAKO NO NISH1KI, which
may be translated as "Long Life to the Splendors of the Capital." The
print obviousIy is inspired by a similar congratulatory idea, for it shows
Miyako Dennai in a dress covered with the Chinese character for Koto-
buki, "Long-life." It may even have intended a punning reference to
the play, for the picture itself is certainly aKotobuki Miyako no nishiki-ye
-a brocade-print ofMiyake coveredwith best wishes for long life.

In the four other previously recorded impressions of this rare subject, in-
scriptions on the scroll which are the same in three out of the four but
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not in the fourth, are visible in reverse through the paper. For a discus-
sion of that state and of the inscriptions see the following number.

The portrait of Miyako Dennai is one of the scarcer full-size prints by
Sharaku and only the two impressions shown here to illustrate different
states were found in America.

The print has been reproduced once before, and at rha t time it was num-
ber I86 in the Ficke Catalogue of I925.

Oban. White mica ground. Signed: ToshClsai Sharaku,

Ledoux Collection.
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Ia

D . f M' k Dennai III readinu an .mnounccmcnt.-lortralto lya 0 < b

. . h .. ding number but in ;I state that shows anThe same pnnt as t e pIece 1 • . . I
. .. the scroll from which Miyake Dcnnai IS reading. T lCinscnpnon on . d
impression has been considerably trimmed so that part of the figure an
all of the signature are missing.

I I

It has not been noted hitherto that in the four imprcssi ns with lettering
which have been reproduced previously, the inscription in one differs
from that in the three others. The print formerly in the Jacquin Collec-
tion which is reproduced in the Matsukat.i Clt310gue as well 3S in the
Vignier-Inada Catalogue, number 290, from which it was rcphoro-
graphed for the illustrations in Noguchi, Nakat:1 :lI1d UI(lyo-ye T'aisci,
agrees in the arrangement and wording of the inscription with the Brit-
ish Museum impression, splendidly reproduced in color by von Scidlitz,
with the one formerly in the Gonse Collection which is reproduced in
Migeon's Chefs d'ocuurc d'Art [apo nais and with the one here shown.
In the impression reproduced as Rumpf number 3R, however, the in-
scription obviously is different not only in the text itself but also in the
number and length of the lines in which it is :IIT3nt;ed. Unfortunately
Rumpf's reproduction is so dim and in such small scale thnr the Japanese
characters cannot be read with any 3ssurance; but 3ccording to him the
announcement Miyako Dennai is rC3ding states that "new' portraits of
the actors appearing in the second act which will follow immediately"
have been published.

The inscription on our print and on all the others to which we have
referred reads: Kojo. KOI'e yori nibanme shin pan nigao gomll Ili ire tate-
rnatsuri sora, which means approximately: "Announcement. From now
on we present for your inspection newly printed portraits for the ni-
ban me." The difficulty in determining the exact meaninlT Comes from the
word nibanmc, If this is translated "secolJd part " .' OJ b

. '. c , as IS (one y some au-
thorities, the meaJJlng of the announccmcnt would be <quivalcnt to that
zivcn bv Rumpf If on the . tl .. I· I 'b
;::, , ., e () lei I.-Inc, 1'1/ «nm c rncan-, rather "second
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, " is b lieved by other authorities both Japanese and Occidental,nrne, as 1S e .... .
the meaning is changed and a prevIous senes of portraits ISpredicated.

It is not necessary to go into the details of the argument, tor the upholders
of both translations agree that the picture was publ ished as an advertise-
ment for some of Sharaku's prints, In general, those who read nibanmc
as "second part" believe that it introduced the series of bust-portraits on
dark mica ground designed for the play HA AAYAME BUNROKUSaGA,
which opened at the Miyako.za on the Iifrh day ot the rihh month at
1794-a dating which would make it one ot the lirst Sharaku prints to be
issued, On the other hand those authorities who readlliballmc as "tor the
second time" predicate a previous series ot prints and as to these, three
suggestions have been made: First, that the carl y dating may be accepted,
and that the first series was by some other artist than Sharaku; second,
that the [nist-portraits were not all issued at the bcuinninu of the fiftht'l b

month and that this print introduced a second series of them; third, that
the series introduced was tha tot thc larvc fu I\-lelwth I-jlTU res wh ich beganb ~ ~

in the seventh month, Those who :Idvocate this last view call attention
to the light mica backgrounds which .i rc used only in the print we arc
discussing and in those in wh ich two Iigures a rc shown at fu II length,

I I

The present compilers cannot pretend to settle this vexed question, but
wear~ ul1wl11111gto accept the idea th.u the reference 1l1:IYbe to a 'fir t
senes , not by Sharaku; and since we h:I\'e found that all the bust-
p~rtralts on dark mica seem to be connected with lifth-month plays the
likelihood of their In v1Ilo- been '.. ,I' ', < b c Issun In two sets seems to llsconSI lerably
increased.

It may also be well to P int ,I ', 11 Ior rh-." om out tnat m 17')-\ the wordllibnlllllc.u cd tech-
mca y or the second part" f 'I -' 'it 1 ' )' , 0 a PIO( ucnon, could hardl)' have had qUIte
1 sater Imp ication of "rnosr i - " " '" d st unpor t.mt part for durinu that year the

secon parts't did ' 1 ' " c1 nor even lave separate titles,

The probabilities as we now sce tl ' , - " _, '
mean "for the second time." rem, therefore. arc that nibanmc does

f
' ' l\lle and th'lt th ,-, "I' , ' 'o either a pan or tll- J' I [ , CI e was a 1rst senes" COIlSItl11g

1
', e w 10 e 0, the b 't -,' 0 '(atmg IS impossibl f _ ,1 ' LIS -pOI tl ;Ilts, n thiS theory exact

e, OItlepnntlll' 1 I 'seventh month of I79 I 1 ,ly lavc lCCIl Issued as late as the
I b

' 4, ane a Illost c Tl" 1 't 1e egll1nin" of the Cftl ,e .1111 y was not ISSued as early as
b II llllonth,
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The British Museum impression has a pinkish ground and Rumpf
records the same fact about the one reproduced by him. He also men-
tions impressions in which gold dust has been mixed with the mica, but
this peculiarity does not seern to occur in any of the total of six impres-
sions of the subject in any state which have been seen by the writers, or
descriptions of which have been read by them. In the impression ex-
hibited, the race and hands have been tinted pale pink; the coloring of
the costurne is the same as that in the preceding number.

Oban, White mica ground. Signature cut off.

Museum of Fine Arts (Spaulding Collection).
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2

II ik Y - III as the cripple Tanabe !)unz,-,.c 11 .awa aozo <

The color of the costume is brick red and black, with touches of green in

the cuffs,

This print bears a hand-written inscription giving the name of the actor
and a date equivalent to the ninth month of 1794·

A considerable number of other prints in Shar.ik u's series of bust-portraits
on a dark mica ground exist in single, early impressions which arc in-
scribed with the same date and apparently in the same calligraphy.
There is a difference of four months between the time when these prints
were issued and the date inscribed on them, but this date coincides with
that of the time when the O'overnment edict :ll[ainst the further issuanceo "
of mica ground prints which we have discussed in our introducrory essay,
was about to be enforced and its prospective enforcement seems to have
stimulated in the autumn of 1794 the purchase of those hy Sharaku which
had been published during the spring and summer. Some collect r f
the long ago apparently bought a number of them at the same rime and
inscribed them when he got them. For further discussion of these in-
scribed prints see number I5.

It is possible that there is a second state of this subject, but we believe
that the differences discernible between different im prcssions arc due to
a large-too large-number having been taken from the original blocks.
The most stnklllg of these differences is in the disappearance of the line
markmg where the right hand folds over the left, and the absence of this
IS especially noticeable in the impression reproduced in the Vignicr-Inada
Catalogue number 277 which appears again as Rumpf nUIl;ber 7. The
impressions reproduced by Kurth, Nakata and Noguchi arc better, but
at least two of these are from tile '. I d . I ..' same origma an neither has the canty
or the early dehcacy of the one I I I . I .'. s 'iown rcre w llC 1 was picked from three
in Amencan collections.

I I

Oban. Dark mica ground. Signed' T- I" . 51 ,,] .. OSlusal iara '11.

Museum of Fine Arts (Spall]d\'\ C 1\ . )
c 19 0 cetlon .
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Segawa Kikunojo III as O-Shizu, the wife of Tanabe Hunzo, the char-
acter represented in the preceding print.

He is dressed in a white kimono patterned in faded violet, and under
garments of green and rose. The head cloth is violet and the comb the
usual yellow. The black obi shows traces of lacquer, and some mica is
discernible in the white collar.

The impression reproduced in the Vignier-lnada Catalogue, number
275, is rephotographed as Rumpf number H and by Noguchi; the one
formerly in the collection of Count Camondo is reproduced in the cata-
logue of Japanese prints in the Louvre, and an inscribed impression at
one time in a Tokyo collection is shown by Kurth and Nakata. There are
four in American collections.

Oban. Dark mica ground. Signed: Toshusai Sharak u.

The Art Institute of Chicago (Buckingham Co! lcction ).
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HANAAYAME BUNROKU SOGA
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4
S T· b - II as Yadoriai the wife of O"ishi Kurando wh meva wa 01111sauro b ' b

we shall see depicted in the following number.

The outer kimono being held by the actor at his sh uld~r is black and
is decorated with chrysanthemum.s in various colors. 1here JS a rose
under kimono, and the innermost one is in white.

To western critics this print seems one of the most malicious, or shall we
say, most scornful of Sharak u's portraits; and the weasel face, the effec-
tively distorted eyebrows, the expression of utterly banal vulgarity, arc
all the more striking when one remembers that these actors of the Segawa
line had been famous for genera tions for thei I' im persona rions of women
and the supreme grace which had marked with distinction every motion
of their flowing draperies. Kiyohiro and Shunsho had been stirred by
Segawa actors to their loveliest creations; Buncho had made one f them
immortal in prints whose beauty he never reached again; and here Sha-
raku, emphasizing as is his wont the ani rna \ cha racteristics, the Iittlcncss-
es of conceit and vulgarity in an actor, breaks through the dream and
dispels it in a realism that has gone on into satire. It is no wonder that
the earliest comment on his work speaks of it as ti lied with exaggeration.
But notice the eyebrows, not only here but in many of the other bust-
portraits as well. Has any other artist ever made eyebrows play so im-
portant and so varied a part in his compositions? The print is a master-
pIece from whatever point of view it may be judged, and we arc fortu-
nate III having at least one of the four impressions in America so perfect
111 condition,

I I

The very fine impression reproduced in plate 18-+ of the large catalozue
of the Mosie Collection and now in Chicago, is somewhat trimmed at the
topand ISrephotographed by Kurth, Noguchi and ak nta. The Keech-
Iin impressinn ll1. the VigIl' . I d C I .. . ier- na a ata ague, number 272, which also
IS trimmed at the top is rc . d d . >. '. ,plO uce again as Rumpf number 21. The
unpressron 111. the Louvre re . I .d i lb' .. . ' plOC ucc l\l co or y Benesch, IS like the
one we exhibit, untrimmed at tl . t buri I' I '
I b ar tnc op ut IS s Ig rtly lonucr than ours att tc ottom. • t>

Oban. Dark mica ground. Sig1l.ed . T- I - . SI I
. os LUS;:H Lar:1 c u,

Museum of Fine Arts (Spauldino C 11 . )
c b a cction .
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HANAAYAME BUNROKU SaGA

5
Sawamura SojLLroIII as Ogishi Kurando. From his dress he is obvious-
ly a man of position and from his name it is conjectured that his prototype
was the famous hero of the Chushingura story, who in various versions
has various similar names such as Ogishi Kunai, Oishi Kuranosuke, etc.

The actor is dressed in a violet kimono, now somewhat faded, and is
holding a pale green fan decorated with a white water design. The
shaven part of the head is in very faded light blue.

The subject is one not often seen and only three impressions were found
in America. No variations have been noted and we refer merely to repro-
ductions in the usual places-Vignier-Inada Catalogue, number 278,
Rumpf number 19, Kurth, Noguchi and Nakata. The onc in Noguchi
is in color.

Oban. Dark mica ground. Signed: T6shLls:li Shara ku.

The Art Institute of Chicago (Buckingham Collection).
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HANAAYAM£ BUNROKU SOCI\

6
Band6 Mitsugoro II as Ishii Genz6, the brother-in-law and chid aid
of the two brothers who in accomplishing their vendetta ga ve a theme for

the play.

The robe worn by the actor is elaborately patterned in white on white
with darker tones of dull rose and black to set it off. The handle of his
sword is in pale green and yellow.

Kurth, the Vignier-Inada Catalogue, number 266, Rumpf number 9,
Noguchi and Nakata all reproduce an impression which was consider-
ably trimmed at the bottom and which lacked the signature, the pub-
lishcrs mark and the censor's seal. The print, however, was inscribed
with the date of the ninth month of I794 whieh we discuss in connection
with number 2 and elsewhere. An uninscribcd impression which had
the signature and the seals of the publisher and censor was described in
the Vignier-Inada Catalogue under number 266 bis, and this print was
illustrated later in the catalogue of prints in the Louvre. The subject is
one of the rarer bust-portraits by Sharaku, a fact which may indicate a
comparative lack of popularity when it was issued; there arc, however,
three impressions in America.

Oban. Dark mica ground. Signed: Toshus.ii Shar.iku.

Museum of Fine Arts (Spaulding Collection).
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7
Sakata Hangoro III as the villain of the piece, Fujikawa Mizuycmon,
on whom the hero of the play who is portraycd In the pre cding number,
and the two brothers took revenge.

The coloring of the costume IS gray with touches of green about the
sleeves and black at the neck.

This subject is one of the least rare of Sharuk u's bust-portraits n dark
mica grounds, but different impressions vary considerably in their print-
ing. The color blocks about the eyes seem always to have been used, but
sometimes there is tinting about the jowl and in the middle f the line
of the lips, and sometimes there is not. Such differences, however, merely
indicate that a considerable number of impressions were demanded and
that in the more hurried and less ca rdul pri n lin g of some of the e one or
two of the less important color blocks were omiucd; they do not show
that any new blocks were cut. There arc seven examples of thi print in
America.

See Vignier-Inada Catalogue numbers 276 and 276 bis, Rumpf number
IJ, Kurth, etc.

Oban. Dark mica ground. Signed: Ti'ishClsai Sh.traku.

The Art Institute of Chicago (Duck ingh.un Collection).
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Arashi Ryiiz6 as the money lender Ishibc no Kink ichi.

The chief color-tone of the costume is reddish orange, over which is
printed a check pattern in red and grccnish gray.

Like the preceding number this is onc of the most frequently seen of
Sharaku's bust-portraits on dark mica grounds, but impression vary
only in the occasional, if not usua I, om ission of the bl uc ti nting above the
tonsure. The one in the Spaulding Collection is inscribed. There arc six
in America.

The subject is reproduced in the Vignier-Illada Catalogue, number 27',
from which Rumpf number TO and Noguchi copy it. The imprc sian re-
produced by Kurth and in thc Straus-Ncgbaur Sale Catalogue, appears
again in Nakata.

Oban. Dark mica ground. Signed: Toshusni Shar.rk u.

The Art Institute of Chicago (Buck ingh:1111Collection).
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9
S T· buro II as Yadorigi the wife of Ogishi Kurando,-thcegawa onusa ,
same role as that represented in number 4, and Nakamura Manyo as her
maid-servant, Wakakusa.

Tomisaburo on the right wears a kimono that once was blue, over an-
other of pale rose patterned in blue-green. A red under garment sh ws
at the neck and sleeve. Manyo is in blue-green over an under kimono of
red and violet. Both have yellow combs and head cloths of faded violet.

As this is the first to be catalogued here of the bust-portraits on dark mica
grounds that show two actors instead of one alone, this seems an appro-
priate place in which to say that only five of these survive and there is
nothing to show that any others were designed. AI I that we have are con-
nected with plays produced in the same month and if the series had
pleased the public it is not likely that it would have been so promptly dis-
continued. By us, however, who live a hundred and Fifty years later at
least three of the five two-figure bust-portraits are ranked as amon ha-
raku's finest prints, and in this opinion contemporary Japanese critics
agree with those of the Occident.

In the impression we ha ve chosen from th rcc in Amcrica for cxhibi tion,
Tomisaburo's comb is translucent so that the black hair shows dark be-
hind part of it, whereas those previously reproduced, except for one in the
Mar.fJSonCatalogue of r909, do not show this detail-a fact which quite
possiblymay not be due to a second and less careful printing of the orig-
inals themselves, but IS worth recording as a guide to future students of
Sharak Th ducri.u. e repro uction In the Vignier-Inada Catalogue, number
287, was rephotographed for Rum pf number 28 and by Nozuchi . Kurth
and Nakata use a different impression. The print we exh~it is ~light1y
trimmed at the bottom tl . I V' ., , 'ie one III t rc ignier-I nada Catalogue shows
more of Manyo s fingers. '

Oban. Dark mica ground Signed' T- h - . SI k. . as usal lara (Ll .

The Art Institute of Chicago (Buckingham Collection).
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Otani Tokuji as Sodesukc, a yal( ko or man-servant of a samurai.

The outer kimono is purple with a dull yellow lining; the under kimono,
now faded, apparently once was light blue. The swor I scabbard IS a
strong rose, with the tassel and wrappings in the same color as that of the
under kimono. The tonsure is pale blue.

There seem to be two states of this print which show at least one differ-
ence so marked and so peculiar that with the print chosen from seven in
America we would have shown, if we could have found it, an impression
or even a modern reproduction of the state wh ich Rumpf rephotographs
as his number 20, from the Vignicr-lnadn Catalogue, number 262. In
that impression what appears to be :\ triangular tuft of black hair sticks
up above the left side of the actor's partially shaven head, alone and
irrelevant. It does not improve the composition, and the quite u ual hair
arrangement shown in the normal state of the print is complete without
it. The color scheme as reported by Rumpf is ills quite different from
that of all the im.pressions we have seen.

A duplicate of the state shown by us, which is in :\ Tokyo collection and
is reproduced by Kurth, has one of those hand-written date inscriptions
of the ninth month of 1794 to which frequent reference has been made.
Among others that are like the one we show and like the rest of those in
America, may be mentioned one reproduced in the large Mosie Cata-
logue as plate number r83. We cannot explain the state reproduced in
the Vignier-Inada Catalogue and rephotographed from it by Rumpf and
others who take their illustrations from it, but not having seen the orig-
mal we hesitate to express doubt of its authenticity.

Oban. Dark mica o-round Sizncd. 1-- I - ·51 k
b . b . OSluSa\ lara .Ll .

The Art Insti tute of Ch icago (Buck ingham Collection).
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HANAAYAME BUNROKU

I I

Sanogawa Ichimatsu III as O-Nayo, a courtezan of Gion Street.

The outer robe is in faded violet with violet and white squares on the
collar and cuffs. The under kimono is rose with its squares in red-orange
and white. The robe that shows beneath the others is white. The obi is
in white and two tones of green. The head cloth and the hair ornament at
the back repeat the violet and the red-orange of the two kimono.

The impression exhibited, which is the only one in America, bears a
hand-written inscription giving merely the name of the actor, and it has
the Wakai and Hayashi Collection seals in the upper right hand corner.
It was shown with other fine prints by Sharaku in the notable exhibition
held in 1909 by the Fine Art Society of London and is illustrated in the
catalogue by Morrison. Two other impressions have been rcpr duced.
The one in the Vignier-Inada Catalogue, number 280, reappears as
Rumpf nurnber 25, in Noguchi and in Ukiyo-yc T'aiea Silt/sci, etc. The
other was in a Tokyo collection when Kurth reproduced it and was pho-
tographed again by Nakata and in a Japanese auction catalogue of 1917-
This Tokyo impression must once have belonged to the early enthusiast
who inscribed the other Sharaku bust-portraits in his possessi n as he did
this one, with the date of the ninth month of J 794.

Oban, Dark mica ground. Signed: Toshusni Sharaku.

Museum of Fine Arts (Spaulding Collection).
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HANAAYAME BUNROKU s o c x

12

Sanogawa Ichimatsu III as O-Nayo and Ichikawa A Tomiycmon as

K . k T-da Ichimatsu is here shown III the same role and the same. a1l1Sa a o. <-

costume as that in which he is seen alone in the preceding print.

Tomiyemon on the right is in a kimono of yellow with green checks
which has broad black bands at the neck and sleeves. HIs tonsure IS light
blue and there are touches of rose around h is eyes. Ich irna tsu has an outer
kimono of violet and a red under g:1rment. His head cloth and comb are
the usual violet and yellow.

We exhibit the only impression of the print in America, and in this
connection would say again tha t Sha ra ku' s bust-porrra its wi rh two fig-
ures do not seem to have been popular when they were issued. If there
had been a demand for more impressions of them in [794, we would be
likely to have more of them now. Two other copies of the subject have
been recorded and have been the originals from which various reproduc-
tions have been taken. Rumpf's number 29 rephotographs a print once
in the Mutiaux Collection and reproduced as number 2H4 in the Vignier-
Inada Catalogue. Kurth and those that folluw him use an original in the
Kunstgewerbernuseum in Berlin which is more strongly printed and
slightly larger than the other. It is a little larger and in better condition
than the one we exhibit, and like ours it shows the hair through the comb
and a tlnt111gof Tomiyemon's tonsure, neither of which details is visible,
at least in the reproductions of the Mutiaux impression.

Oban. Dark mica ground. Signed: Toshllsai Sharaku.

The Art Institute of Chicago (Buckingham Collection).
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I 3
Ichikawa Monnosuke II as Date no Yosaku, husband and lover of

Shigenoi.

He is dressed in an outer kimono of pale violet with under kimono of
white, dark rose, and yellow-green. The color of his tonsure has now
decomposed, but originally must have been pale blue.

This print is one of the less exaggerated ones in the series of bust-por-
traits; even the eyebrows are tame.

We have located six impressions in American collections and as there are
no special problerns connected wi rh them we refer mcrcl y to the usual
places of reproduction-Vignier-Inada Clt:llogue, numher 283, Rumpf
number I4, Kurth, Noguchi and Nakata.

Oban. Dark mica ground. Signed: T()shClsai Shur.iku.

The Art Institute of Chicago (Bucki ngham Col lcction ).
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Iwai Hanshiro IV as Chichinohito (Wet-nurse) Shigenoi, the wife of
Date no Yosaku who is represented as Monnosuke portrayed him, in the
preceding number.

This impression bears a hand-written inscription giving the name of the
actor.

The outer robe is in faded violet with a lining of rose. Below that the
actor wears a white kimono patterned in rose. The collars of the three
under garrnents now are mainly white but perhaps once were edged with
color. The obi is black, the amulet bag is in red-orange and yellow. The
covering of the tonsure is the faded violet of the outer robe.

In some carelessly printed impressions the black of the ha ir docs not show
through the translucent comb as it docs in the one exhibited and as it
should do. It does not show in the reproduction in the Vignier-Inada
Catalogue, number 269, or in the rephotographing of this as Rumpf
number 12, and by Noguchi. It does show in the impression used by
Kurth and Nakata and in the one from the Carnondo Collection in the
Louvre which is reproduced by Benesch. The inscribed print here ex-
hibited was reproduced in 1909 in Morrison's Catalogue of the London
Fine Art Society Exhibition of that year, and was chosen by us from six
in America.

Oban. Dark mica ground. Signed: T6shllsai Sharaku.

Museum of Fine Arts (Spaulding Collection).
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Lnimura Torazo as Washizuka Hachiheiji, a le ser villain and brother
of the chief villain of the piece, Washizuka Kwandayii, whoseportrait
follows.
Beneath the black outer garment is a kimono which now can onlybe
described as of faded straw color. The cuff and the lacings of the sword
hilt are in green. The tonsure is pale blue. The color block about theeyes
was printed in red.

The authors ofthe Vignier-Inada Catal guc call attcnti n to the factthat
while in the impression they reproduce, number 2 I, the actor isdressed
in a salmon colored robe, they exhibit also, as 281 bis, one in whichthe
robe is printed in green and in which the color block around the eyes
is omitted. Of course the omission of a block generally indicatesa hur-
ried and later printing; and it has been suggested that the apparent de-
mand for a second edition of so m~ny of these bust-p rtraits ODdark
mica was motivated by the Government edi t a ainst the further issuance
of prints on mica grounds. Such a law would be sure to stimulate thesale
of those that recently had been issued, and demand fr rn customersna-
turally would induce the publisher to hurry his printer and get a fresh
supply on hand. However, the collector wh inscribed s many prints,
as he did this one, with the date of the ninth month of 1794,often seems
to have been so fortunate as to find early impressions. In Olepresentin-
stance he wrote down the name of the actor as well as the date.

Only three examples of this subject were found in America and theODe
of these that was chosen was reproduced in 1909 by Arthur Morrisonin
hISca~alogue of that exhibition of the Fine Art ociety inLondon which
contamed s . II .omanyexceptlona y fine prints by Sharaku. The impresston
reproduced 111 the Vignier-Inada Catalogue number 281 has beenre-
phot h d "ograp e. as Rumpf number IS, and by Noguchi. Anomer in the
first state which n " Chi . dN k
S '11' ow ISIII Icago ISreproduced by Kurth an acata.
tr a thud app " I M Ii dduct i ears m t te atsukata Catalogue' but we do not n any

repro lIctlOn of th d d' '. d e recor e state IIIwhich the block about me eyeswasomltte . .

Oban. Dark mica gr d S· d - - .olin . igne : Toshusal Sharaku.
Museum of Fine A .t (S lei'I spall mg Collection),
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Ichikawa Ebizo IV probably as Washizuka Kwandayu, the villain of

the play.

Ever since Sharaku first became famous in the Occiden t a con troversy
has raged as to the part in which Ebizo is depicted in this print. For years
the role was identified as that of the pompous, cowardly, treacherous,
lecherous villain Moronao whose misdeeds gave the faithful forty-seven
Ronin something to avenge, and the print was assigned to some indefi-
nitely dated production of CHUSHINGURA. Then, because the costume is
not appropriate to the role of Moronao, the actor was said to be playing
Kudo Suketsune in a Soga play, a part which hc has been found to have
taken before and after 1794, but not during the year in which Sharaku's
bust-portraits were produced. The next identification called the r(lle that
of Sadanoshin, a No player and the father of Shigenoi, the heroine of the
piece we now are considering. Contemporary publications refer to Ebizo
as Sadanoshin, and in the complete absence of a play-bill showing exactly
what other parts he may have taken, the last-mentioned attribution
seemed satisfactory until a discovery was made in Boston of play-bills of
other productions of the same piece which give pictures of Sadanoshin as
slightly built, comparatively young, and in general, a frail looking per-
son with a totally different hair arrangement.

In the print under consideration the hair arrangement is appropriate to
the role of a villain of not too exalted station, which is why Moronao
and Suketsune first were thought of; and al though the actual text of the
play in which Ebizo appeared in the month when these bust-portraits
were Issued IS known to us only through outline references, we do know
that Washizuka Kwandayu was the arch villain of it, that we have no
other portrait which could represent him, and that Ebizo, who was a
great character actor, sometimes took as many as four different parts in
one production but was especially noted for his representations of the
base an~ treacherous people he loved to portray. Even if the hair arranze-
ment did not combine with the apparent age and build of the character
shown by Sharaku to forbid identification of the role as that of Sadano-
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................................................................. ... . .......................................

I ' I' ht 11dyoungish man who was murdered in the first act, the
s 1111, a s ig a 'I d d k, 'If Id gest the malefactor whose eVI ee s overtooportrait Itse wou sug , ,
I ' 1 d I' ht f the spectators at a later stage of the dramatic acnon11mto t re e ig 0 c

of the play,

As a possible argurnent against our attribution we must nlentiol~ an
d t d statement in the Edo Shibtu Ncndaile, which refers toun ocumen e . _" ,

the part of Washizuka Kwandayu as taken by Otano Oniji. We have
not been able to check the correctness of this statement, but even If It
can be proved to be true it would not necessarily mean that Ebizo did not
play Kwandayu, for there are several instances 111 which, because of Ill-
ness or for some other reason, a role was transferred from one actor to
another during the run of a performance,

This subject has been more generally admired than any other print by
Sharaku and the adrniration of it seems to have been as keen in 1794as
it is today.

There are several states which appear to be practically contemporary
with the publication of the supposed first edition, and the reprints made
with intent to deceive are almost as numerous as the fran k copies, Rumpf
mentions two variations, the more important of which is the presence or
absence of visible teeth in the partially open mouth of the actor; he does
not, however, refer to the fact that in some impressions, perhaps about
as early as those which may be considered of the standard and presum-
ably first state, there are noticeable differences in the calligraphy of the
upper part of the signature,

In this catalogue it seems best to describe, without definite assertion as to
all variations, that impression of the supposed first and standard state
which is here reproduced and which is identical, line for line, with the
impressions of undoubted authenticity in the Art Institute of Chicago
and in the Bigelow Collection in the Museum of Fine Arts, as well as
with the one from the Mansfield Collection now in the Metropolitan
Museum of Art which bears one of those date inscri ptions discussed in
the preface and under number 2 of the catalogue,

The chief characteristics of the presumably first state here exhibited are:
The main part of th~ costume is printed in a dull red-orange-not lemon
yellow. Teeth are VISIble111 the partially open mouth of the actor. The
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background is dark, not white, mica and this background appears in the
space formed by the curving over of the actor's top-knot as well as else-
where. The kamishimo visible at the left shoulder probably was printed
in blue in all impressions of this state, though in most casesit shows now,
through the action of time or otherwise, either as solidly dull yellow or
as a blue that still is in process of completing its change to the other tone.
A color block around the eyes appears never to have been used in this
subject; but those who have an opportunity to study impressions in dif-
ferent coloring from that of the supposed first state which we have at-
tempted to describe, and which are not so recent as to have been made
with the help of photography, are advised to observe the drawing of the
hands. In any case the variations in the calligraphy of the signature show
that at least one new block was cut, probably very soon after the first ap-
pearance of the print and certainl y long before the later copieswere made.

We have before us reproductions in nineteen different books and cata-
logues, but in most of them it is impossible to tell which state is repre-
sented, especially in the calligraphy; and for this reason we refer only to
Rumpf number 16, the Vignier-Inada Catalogue, number 264, Kurth,
Nakata, Noguchi and Ulayo-yc Toik« Shiisei which illustrates the sub-
ject in what we consider the proper color.

Oban. Dark rnica ground. Signed: Toshiisai Sharaku. .1
I

Ledoux Collection.
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KOINYOBO SOME\VAKE TAZUNA

17
Iwai Kiyotaro as Fujinami, the wife of Sagisaka Sanai whom we shall
see in the following print, and Bando Zenji as Ozasa, the wife of Washi-
zuka Kwandayu, the villain of the piece, whom we ha ve seen in the
preceding one. Banda Zenji seldom took the role of a woman but it is
recorded in a contemporary notice that he did so on this occasion.

The one known impression is in the collection of Freihcrr von Simolin
of Berlin who very graciously has had it rephotographed for this cata-
logue. The print seems to have been somewhat trimmed. It has been
reproduced previously as Rumpf number 30, where the coloring and
other details are described as follows: Kiyotaro at the left in a green outer
garment with black obi and a rose-colored collar. Bandii Zenji at the
right with a blue-green outer garment, white LInder robe, black obi and
white collar.

Oban, Dark mica ground. Signed: Toshusa: Sharaku.
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K01NYOnO SOMEWAKE

18
Banda Hikosaburo III as Sagisaka Sanai.

In most cases we do not call attention to new identifications first stated
in this catalogue, but in the present instance we would note that the
attribution <rivenabove was slwgested by Rumpf and then confirmed
by the origi~al play-bill which ~hows the actor in the role and with his
lantern in his hand.

The outer robe is red-orange with some patterning in faded yellow. The
under one is in faded violet. The lips are red.

There are two states of the print in which actual differences in blocks are
apparent. Both are listed in the Vignier-Inada Catalogue, numbers 265
and 265 his, and the one of these that did not find reproduction there was
reproduced IS years later in the sale catalogue of the [aval Collection.
The differences are rnost apparent in the lines of the ear. The reproduc-
tion in Kurth is clearer than the one in the Vignier-Inada Catalogue,
later rephotographed by Rumpf for his number 23; and the pri.nt we
exhibit closely resernbles the one Kurth. used. It differs from the Javal
impression, but we cannot pass on the authenticity of that from a cut-
however good-in a sale catalogue. The state we show is again repro-
duced by Benesch from the Camondo impression in the Louvre. On the
other hand no tinting of the tonsure appears in Kurth's reproduction,
though this is visible in the Camondo one, in the one reproduced in the
Vignier-Inada Catalogue, and in the inscribed one we have chosen for ex-
hibition from the four that are in America.

Oban. Dark mica ground. Signed: Toshusai Sharak u.

Museum of Fine Arts (Spaulding Collection).
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Otani Oniji II! as Edohei, a yak ko or man-servant of a type often used
by samurai masters-e-at least on the stage-to perform deeds of violence.

The outer kimono is a dark orange-brown with yellow stripes and a
yellow-green lining. The under kimono is strong pink. The tonsure is
in blue.

There is no longer any dispute as to the identification of the role, but the
troublesome questions of different states remain. There are two impres-
sionsin America, the one we exhibit and one in the Spaulding Collection
which has a hand-written inscription giving the name of the actor but no
date. Both of these have the contour of the figure printed in gray, but in
the one we did not select the tinting on the chin and check was omitted.
The Vignier-Inada Catalogue, number 26r and 26r bis, lists both states,
but in reproducing only the one without tinting it calls attention to the
outline in that impression being in black, whereas the one that had the
tinting but was not reproduced is described as of the first state with the
contour lines of the figure in gray.

Rumpf number IS rephotographs from the Vignier-Inada Catalogue
as do Noguchi and the Ukiyo-ye Taika S/u,tsei.Kurth shows a different
impression which mayor may not be the same as the one in Nakata; but
none of these, including the one reproduced in color by Morrison, is of
the supposed first state shown here, and described but not chosen for
reproduction in the Vignier-Inada Catalogue.

Oban. Dark mica ground. Signed: T6shllsai Sharaku.

The Art Institute of Chicago (Buckingham Collection).
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KOINYOHO SOMEWAK£ TAZUNA

20

Ichikawa OmeZQ as Ippci, another yal(ko or man-servant, who acts as a
not too successful guardian for the young son of Yosaku and Shigenoi
while they are away.

The outer robe is rose and has a black collar. The band of textile at the
waist is in yellow, red-orange and green. The sword-hilt is in green and
yellow. The tonsure has been tinted in blue.

Impressions seern to differ in the amount and color-gray or red-of the
printing about the eyes; but we believe that there is a misprint in the
Vignier-Inada Catalogue and that the one of the two impressions ex-
hibited which was reproduced, was 279 bis instead of 279. The Ca-
mondo impression now in the Louvre is reproduced by Benesch and
obviously is the same as the one illustrated in the Vignier-Inada Cata-
logue, whereas the one formerly owned by M. Doucet we think now to
be in an American collection and to have been one of the live from which
the impression here exhibited and reproduced was chosen. Rumpf nurn-
bel' 17 rephotographs from the Vignier-Inada Catalogue. The color
plates in Noguchi and Ukiyo-ye Tail(a Silt/sci show red about the eyes,
but no difference in the blocks is posi ti vely discern iblc a nd we do not lind
any reproduced impression in which this printing is entirely omitted.

Oban. Dark mica ground. Signed: T()shCls:li Sharaku.

Museum of Fine Arts (Spaulding Collection).
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2 I

Osagawa Tsuneyo II probably as Ayame, the wife of adanoshinand
the mother of Shigenoi.

This attribution is distinctly doubtful, as the full play-bill is missingand
we do not know who took the part of Ayame. We do know, however,
that someone did and that Tsuneyo acted in the production; and the
costume and make-up shown here seem more appropriate to yamethan
to any other listed role.

The outer robe is faded blue; the inner one rose. The obi i in blackand
the head cloth is faded violet.

The subject is not a rare one as there arc six copies of it in America,but
Rumpf rephotographs for his number 13 from the' ignier-Inada Cata-
logue, number 282, and while Kurth uses a different impressi 11 the
various Japanese books simply copy again the two prints reproduced in
the Occident.

Oban. Dark mica ground. Signed: Toshusai Sharaku.

Museum of Fine Arts (Spaulding Collection).
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22
Banda Zenji as Onisadobo, a Namazu-bozu, or priest who looks like a
catfish, and Sawamura Yodogoro II as Kawatsura Hogen, In the episode
called YOSHITSUNE SENBON-ZAKURA which was played as the finale after
KOINYOBO SOME WAKE TAZUNA in the performance at the Kawarazaki-za
in the fifth month of 1794·

Yodogoro, on the right, is dressed mainl y in green and purple; Zenji, on
the left, in black, yellow and rose.

Some Japanese collector of the long ago has written on the print the name
Banda Zenko and as, according to a book by Jippensha Ikku published
in 1803, Banda Zenji began using Zenko as his "poetry name" when he
took the stage name of Bando Hikozayemon in 1801, the inscription
could not have been written before the last mentioned date.

There is another state of the print which shows many variations in the
blocks, two of the most obvious of which are that in it one of the fingers
in the outstretched hand of the figure on the left is doubled over and the
line inside the sleeve of the actor on the right extends upward to his wrist.
The subject is reproduced in the state shown here from an impression
formerly in the Camondo Collection and now in the Louvre, in the
Louvre Catalogue, number 36, and by Benesch, color plate number I.

Another impression in the same state is reproduced in the sale catalogue
of the Collection of M. C. ... (Chavarse) Paris 1922. The three impres-
sions found in America are all of this state and it may be noted that the
one in the Louvre also has a hand-written inscription which unlike that
on ~heprint we show gives the name of the actor appearing with Yodo-
goro as Bando Zenji, not ZenkO. For the other state see the following
number.

Oban. Dark mica ground. Signed: Toshllsai Sharaku.

Ledoux Collection.
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KOINYOBO SOME\~AKE TAZUNA
.......................e ....................................................................

22a

A frank modern reprint of the other state of number 22.

The publisher of this reprint says that he made it from. a print in the
Matsukata Collection, and if he rnade it accurately the original he used
cannot be the trimmed one reproduced in the Vignier-Inada Catalogue,
number 285, and rephotographed from that by Rumpf for his number 26
and in Ukiyo-ye Taisei, Vol. VIn, number 42. We would not exhibit a
reprint of the state shown by the Vignier-Inada Catalogue and by Rumpf
if we were able to find an original, or if the difference in the blocks were
less conspicuous and less important.

Oban. Dark mica ground. Signed: Toshusai Shara ku.
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KATAKIUCHI NORIA1-BANASHI .................. ~

23
Matsumoto Yonesaburo in the role of the courtezan Kewaizaka no
Shosho, who is connected with the Soga story. Yonesaburo also is listed
in the play-bill as taking the part of Shinobu, the younger sister of Miya-
gino, in this production; but actors often took more than one part in a
play, and the role represented here is believed to be that of Kewaizaka no
Shosho.

The costume is mainly in rose and white with a darker rose above and a
white collar The obi bears an elaborate design of black on black.

There are impressions in which the design in black on the black obi is
orni ttcd or has become invisible.

The print bears a hand-written inscription giving the name of the actor

The subject is reproduced in the Vignier-Inada Catalogue, number 267,
as Rumpf number 24, and by Noguchi from one impression; Kurth and
Nakata use another The inscribed copy we exhibit is reproduced in the
Morrison Fine Art Society Catalogue of J909. There are th ree others in
America.

Oban. Dark mica ground. Signed: Toshusai Shara k LL

Museum of Fine Arts (Spaulding Collection).
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KATAKIUCl-IT NORTAI-BANASHI

Nakayama Tomisaburo as the courtezan Miyagino who v..:asthe older
sister of Shinobu and the daughter of Matsushita Mikinojo whom we
shall seeportrayed in the following number.

The print has been damaged by time and dampness, and the outer
kimono now is a rather dull pale blue. The kimono which shows at the
neck was printed in purple and white; the intermediate one is in white
and rose. The still lovely obi bears a design in yellow against a ground of
weathered brick.

The VignierInada Catalogue describes a state of the subject in which
the floral pattern was not printed in the obi, and reproduces as number
263 an impression like the one we exhibit which shows this pattern. An-
other like our own is in the Matsukata Collection and is reproduced as
plate 43 of that catalogue. Rumpf for his number 22 rephotographs from
the VignierInada Catalogue, but Kurth uses a much trirnmcd print
from his own collection which, however, is of the same state.

The three other impressions in America are in no better condition than
the one exhibited, and although the mica background has flaked off or
has been washed so that the superimposed siunature no Ionucr is visibleb ·b ,

we may assume that when the print was issued it was signed as the other
known impressions of the subject are, Toshusai Sbaraku.

Oban. Dark mica ground.

Fuller Collection.
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KATAKIUCHI NORIAI-BANJ:.SHI

Onoye Matsusuke I as Matsushita Mikinojo, the father of Miyagino,
a portrait of whom we have seen in the preceding number.

It has been said that the white hair which is so conspicuous in this print,
and sounusual, must indicate that the character portrayed could only be
Hakuhatsu, or White-Haired, Ganryu, another role which Matsusuke
played in the same production; but the collection of theatrical d~:uments
in Boston contains illustrated play-bills showing that Ganryu s white
hair was worn combed back and reached down to his shoulders. We hope
that the new identification which now seems the only possible one, may
not bepounced on by some other fact that, for all we know, may be lurk-
ing somewhere, crouched and ready to spring.

The robe of the actor is in dark green with a lighter green at the wrist.
In the sword hilt there are touches of rose and yellow and the last-men-
tioned of these colors appears again in the wooden part of the closed
fan.

The inscription is supposed to have been written by Ueyda Shikibuchi
(1819-1879). It describes the resourcefulness of Matsusuke as a man and
speaks of his fame as an impersonator of old women, the intriguing
Iwafuji, male malefactors of rank and rich men addicted to high living.
The actor died in 1815 and therefore could not have been known per-
sonally to the writer who, however, may have found the print in his
father's collection and heard all about Matsusuke as the family were
huddled about their hibachi on some winter evening long ago.

In less careful impressions the shading on the chin and elsewhere is
omitted. In some, the word "Matsu" in Matsusuke's mon is covered by
the green used for the kimono. The one shown here was picked from
seven in American collections, and was last reproduced as number 41
of the Jacquin Catalogue. The subject has been reproduced in the
Vignier-Inada Catalogue, number 273, as Rumpf number 3, by Kurth,
Nakata and Noguchi, and in several other books and catalogues.

Oban. Dark mica ground. Signed: T6shlisai Sharaku.

The Art Institute of Chicago (Buckingham Collection).
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I1 ik K ., - II as Shiaa Daishichi who is known to have beenC11 "awa Oll1.lZ0 b" ) _ ..

di ised tl lanquin bearer Horotoaisu no Gorohachi In some partisguise as re pa b",

f I 1 d t have appeared there as a cornparnon to Ugulsu noo t 1<.: pay, an a < c c " ' "

J' - k ho i rtrayed 1'11number ~8 Obviously Daishichi IS not souosa"u, V\I .a IS po c - . . .

disguised in this print, In fact the illustrated play-btll shows hl111dressed
as he is here attacking Mikinojo whose portraIt we have seen In the pre-
ceding number; and those who have been, observing attentively the
arrangement of prints in the exhibition or their juxtaposltlon 1I1 the cata-
logue reproductions, will notice once more how cha ractcrs brough t to-
gether in the action of the plays have been drawn by Sharaku so that they
would continue to face one another.

The actor is robed in black with touches of color in his under kimono
and sword-hilt.

The print chosen from six in America for this exhibition was last repro-
duced in the catalogue of the Jacq uin Collection (" Disti nguishcd French
Connoisseur"). Other impressions which have the signature placed at a
lower level than that of the tip of the actor's nose have been illustrated in
the Vignier-Inada Catalogue, number 274, Rumpf number 4, Ukjyo-yc
Tailea Shiisei, Vol. 14, color plate 6, and the large Mosk; Catalogue plate
182. An impression with the signature placed considerably higher is re-
produced by Kurth and again in the Straus-Negbaur Sale Catalogue,
number 271. As is frequently the case in prints of this series a touch of
red around the eyes appears in some impressions, as it does here, and is
omitted in others, As the signature was the last thing printed and comes
on top of the mica its position could easily be varied slightly when the
design penmtted, but such a marked variation as this may indicate a
second edition.

The print shown by us bears one of those hand-written inscriptions dis-
cussed 111 our preface and 111 connection with number 2, which gives the
name of the actor and the date of the ninth month of 1794.

Oban Dark mica ground. Signed· T(-lSI1l-' i Sl . k. , lsal 1:11a -,u.

Metropolitan Museum of Art (M'111Sh' .\ 1(' \1 . )
, , , <. C C jO ccnon ,
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.~ ••....................... KAT A K [ U CHI N~RIAI ~B A N A S I~HI .

Matsumoto Koshiro IV as the Fishmonger Gorabei, or, to give him
his full name and title in proper Japanese fashion, Sanya no Sakanaya

Gorabei.

The costume is blue with white checks. The green of an under kimono
shows at the sleeves, and the black collars arc coated with lacquer. The
blue of the tonsure has now faded, but strong touches of pink remain
about the eyes. The pipe is rose and yellow.

The subject is one of the least rare of Sharaku's bust-portraits on mica
and seven impressions of it were found in American collections. It has
been reproduced in the Vignier-Inada Catalogue, number 270, asRumpf
number 5 and by Kurth, Noguchi, Nakata and others. The earliest re-
production, however, is on a fan which a young girl is carrying in a
pillar-print by Choki-o-one of Sharaku's most famous contemporaries.

Oban. Dark mica ground. Signed: Toshiisai Sharak u.

The Art Institute of Chicago (Buckingham Col lccrion).
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Morita Kanya VIII in the r6le of the sedan chair or palanquin (kago)
bearer Uguisu no Jirosaku, or [irosaku the Bush-warbler, who presum-
ably played opposite Gorohachi, the little Cuckoo, referred to under

number 26.

The Musee des Arts Decoratifs in that exhibition of which the third
volume of the Vignier-Inada Catalogue is the monumental record,
showed two irnpressions of this subject but reproduced only, though in
full color, the one that was in the color scheme of the print now being
catalogued. It is unfortunate that nnanciallimitations and the cost of
printing in America prevent our reproducing color-prints as they should
be reproduced-in color; and for those who secmere! y this catalogue and
not the exhibition, we can say only that the print here shown ismainly in
blue and purple though there are im pressions main Iy in green. Variations
in line, however, are what really count in the determination of second
states, and although the blocks for the print exh ibited were very carefully
cut there are impressions in which a less careful cutting and perhaps a
greater freedom of brush-work seem to be apparent. 'vVedo not consider
the differences of sufficient importance to warrant exhibition of both of
the so-called states, and call attention merely to reproductions in the vol-
umes to which this catalogue usually refers-Rumpf number 6, Vignier-
Inada Catalogue, number 268 bt s , Kurth, Nakata and Noguchi.

Oban. Dark mica ground. Signed: Toshusai Sharaku.

Ledoux Collection.
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KATAKIUCHI
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NORIAI-BANASHI ~
........................

.............................................. -

............ •.......•.... - - ...•.....

Nakamura Konozo as the homeless boatman Kanagawaya no Gon
being cursed by Nakajima Wadayemon who is playing the part of Bo-
dara no Chozayemon, or Chozayemon the Dned Codfish.

This is one of Sharaku's most masterly characterizations, and it is to be
regretted that recent findings make it impossible to call the print any
longer by the old, felicitous title: A Wrestler Being Cursed by HIS Man-
ager. The types are the same; but one has grown accustomed to imagin-
ing happily what the supposed wrestler had done or failed to do, and now
it is necessary to follow thought down strange new alleys that lead to all
the possiblemalefactions of boatmen.

The main part of Wadayemon's costume is in brick red. Over his shoul-
ders is a material of red and yellow stripes. The textiles below are dull
rose and black. Konozo is in a green, gray and white check and is holding
a yellow box. The tonsures are in sky blue. In some impressions there is
a red band of make-up above the eyes of Wadayemon and a tinting of
pink on his ear. The print chosen from four in America Jacks this extra
coloring but otherwise seemed more satisfactory for exhibition.

Reproductions may be studied in the Vignier-Inada Catalogue, number
286, Rumpf number 27, the Catalogue of Prints in the Louvre, Noguchi,
etc.; besides which the subject has been reproduced in color as the frontis-
piece to Kurth, in the Straus-Negbaur Sale Catalogue, in Uliiyo-yc Taika
Shusci Vol. XIV, number 3 and Nakata color plate 2, but all the repro-
ductions we have found in the books and catalogues listed above and
elsewhere appear to be from only three originals, and that one of the
much rephotographed three which is exhibited and again reproduced
here 1S the one that first was illustrated in the Vignier-Inada Catalogue.

Oban. Dark mica ground. Signed: Toshllsai Sharaku.

Ledoux Collection.
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NIHONMATSU MICHINOKU SODACHI

3°
Ichikawa Omezo as Tomita Byiitarii. The original play-bill shows him
carrying his lantern as he approaches the place where his father has just
been killed.

We find another representation of the same character in less formal attire
in number 32.

In the present print the actor is dressed in a pale violet kimono with a
haleama or divided skirt of dark yellow-green. The tonsure once was
blue. The lantern, sandals and other appurtenances are yellow.

Impressions of prints by Sharaku in the narrow hosoye form are con-
siderably more scarce than those of his oban, single figure bust-portraits,
and we would call attention to the fact that those which record scenes
from the production at the Kawarazaki-za in the seventh month of 1794
are about the rarest of them all. Not one of them is known to exist in more
than two impressions and some seem to have survived in one alone.

The print we exhibit is the only impression known of this subject and
is reproduced by Rumpf as his number 68. It is trimmed at the left, and
the signature which reads merely Toshusai is so placed that the remain-
ing characters of the usual signature could not have followed vertically
below those that are seen. Presumably they appeared on the part that has
been cut off.

Hosoye. Gray ground. Signed as described above.

The Art Institute of Chicago (Buckingham Collection).
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~ .

NrHO~MATSU MICHINOKU SODACHI ....•....•...~ .

Otani Onij i IIIas Kawashima [ibugoro, the villain of the piece. In this
performance the same actor also played the part of Ukiyo Tohei, a role in
which he is shown in nurnber 32.

Of the two known impressions of the print one is said to be on a
yellow ground and the other is recorded as on a gray ground. Kurth
describes the one he reproduces as on yellow ground, but the Vignier-
Inada Catalogue, after calling attention to the apparent difference, re-
produces as number 317 the one on gray ground which we have re-
photographed as Rumpf did for his number 65. We have chosen this
impression for reproduction because it would photograph more clearly
than the other, although a number of extra lines around the hair have
been added to it, apparently by hand.

None of the books referred to mentions the coloring of the costume.

The impression described in the Vignicr-Inacla Catalogue as on gray
ground now is in the Matsukata Collection. The present whereabouts or
the other is not known.

Hosoye. Signed: T oshiisai Sharak u.
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NIHONMATSU 1\1ICHINOKU SODACHI ~
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......................................•~ .

32
Ih I 0 T· H -t - andO-taJli Oniji III as Ukiyoc icawa mezo as ornita yo aro c

Tohei.

Omezo, kneeling at the right, has on a blue kimono with under kimono
of rose and pale blue. His obi is green and yellow and is bound WIth a
purple sash. Oniji is in dark orange-brown with a black check, and green
showing at the waist.

This is the first to be catalogued here of the series of su perb designs wh ich
show two figures at full length against grounds of white mica. Only
seven survive and five of these have to do with pla ys produced in the
seventh month of r794. The other two are connected with a production
of the following month at the Kiri-za which Ill:ly have been delayed as
that theatre did not produce anything new in the month before. Shortly
afterwards the edict against mica grounds went into effect; but the un-
popularity of the series may be assumed from the extreme rnriry of im-
pressions, the fact that only seven subjects for it are known to have been
designed and the general statement of a contemporary that the pri nts of
Sharaku were not liked. A t least that one of the seven subjects wh ich now
is under discussion certain! y appeared in two editions, for the impression
we exhibit differs in three ways from the one reproduced in the Viunier-

b

Inada Catalogue, number 330, and rephotographed from it in Rumpf
number 36 ctc., as well as from the inscribed copy used by Kurth and
others: The signature is at the left instead of at the right, the calligraphy
in it differs, and the seals are differently cut.

The two impressions of the print in America are alike, and two others
have been reproduced as indicated above.

Oban. 'Vhite mica ground. Signed: T6shllsai Sharaku.

The Art Institute of Chicago (Buckingham Collection).
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33
Lnimura Torazo probably in this play and as Tomita Sukedayu.

Below the publisher's mark and presumably written in by hand is a char-
acter apparently to be read as the word 'Toku, Special.

Ihara attributes this print to the role of Washizuka Hachiheiji in KOIN-

YOBO SOMEWAKE TAZUNA. Certainly comparison with number IS shows
sirnilarities of costume and the presence in both of three visible teeth. The
hair arrangement, however, seems different and as no other hosoye ap-
pears to be connected with that play we place the subject here with the
further word of warning that the banzul(e illustration of Torazo as Suke-
dayu fails to give positive evidence for this identification.

This print, like som.eothers concerned with the production whose scenes
as recorded by Sharaku we now are listing, looks as though it would fit
into the composition of a triptych, and since a number of those that have
survived exist only in one, or at most two impressions, it is not unreason-
able to suppose that others may have been completely lost.

The only known impression of this one was at one time in the Vever
Collection and was reproduced in the Vignier-Inada Catalogue, number
325, from which we have rephotographed it as Rumpf did for his num-
ber 67, and as others have done. The original now is in the Matsukata
Collecrion. The coloring of the costume has not been described except
that the outer robe is said to be black.

Hosoye. Yellow ground. Signed: Toshusai Sharaku.
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34
Ichikawa Ebizo IV as Ranmyaku no Kichi.

.\ El» - t k four different parts in the productionDespite the fact oat IZO 00'. . .C . f
id . th e is no dispute about the identification 0now under consl eranon er . . c : \Xl, . d .

1 .' . there another known IlnpreSSlon OL It. v c repro ucerms pnnt i nor rs < ibl . I th
this and the following number as two sheets of a pass! c tnptyc 1, e
left-hand part of which is unknown.

We have rephotographed from the Vignier-Inada Catalogue, number
~ as Rumpf did for his number 66 and as the Japanese have done for

their books on Sharaku. The print now is in the Matsukara Collection.
The coloring of the costume has not been described.

Hosoye. Yellow ground. Signed: Toshusai Sharaku.

35
Iwai Kiyotaro possibly as ora.; the wife at Saburobei,

We place the print here tentatively on the right of number 34.

What may be the only surviving impression was at one time in the Bullier
Collection in Paris and has now been rephotographed tram the beautiful
color reproduction in the Vignier-Inada Catalogue number 313. It is also
reproduced in Rumpf number 93, etc. The im.pression reproduced in
the Catalogue of the Matsuki Zenyemon Collection which now is owned
by Mr. Saito of Sendai may be the same print, as a large part at the Bullier
Collection went to Japan, but we are not certain of the identity. The
coloring in the Vignier-Inada reproduction shows the stripes of the outer
robe alternately yellow with black and solid red. The obi is in three tones
of green.

Hosoye. Yellow ground. Signed: ToshC!saiSliarak u.

'30
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The only recorded impression of the subject now under discussion is in
the Kunstgewerbemuseum in Berlin. It has been reproduced by Kurth
from whom we have rephotographed it, as Rumpf did for his number
76, and as others have done. Rumpf describes the coloring as outer ki-
mono gray with stripes, under kimono rose and white, obi orange-red
and white.

36
Iwai Hanshiro IV as Shinanoya O-Han, the girl loved by Choyernon
whose portrait we shall see in the print that follows.

We place this as the left-hand sheet of a triptych, the central and right-
hand parts of which are numbers 37 and 38. In the oban number 39 we
find O-Han oncemore, but with her lover; and in that print sheis shown
with the same hair arrangement and the same design in her under ki-
mono and her obi, though the outer kimono has been changed.

Hosoye. Yellow ground. Signed: Toshiisai Sharaku.

37
Bando Hikosaburo III as the obi-seller Choyernon, the same role as
that in which we shall see him again, but somewhat differently dressed,
in number 39·

'33

This is the central sheet of the triptych of which the preceding and the
following prints form the remaining parts.

The outer robe is in black with green stripes and it bears the actor's mon
in blue and white. The kimono below that is in blue with green stripes.
On the innermost one, however, the stripes are black against a ground of
yellow. The obi is green and yellow. The pipe is rose and yellow, and
there is a touch of rose in the lining of one sleeve.
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.......................................... ... .. . '.

Th . prolJlell1s about this print and we have only to addere are no vex1l1g .'
that both of the known impressions now are I1l America. The other,
after being reproduced in the Vignier-Inada Catalogue, number 326, has
been rephotographed by Rumpf for his number 75, and elsewhere.

Hosoye. Yellow ground. Signed: Toshusai Sharaku.

Museum of Fine Arts (Spaulding Collection).

38
Osagawa Tsuneyo II as O-Kinu, the wife of Obiya Choyernon, whose
portrait we see in numbers 37 and 39·

This is the right-hand sheet of the triptych whose central and left-hand
portions we have just seen.

The only known impression was at one time in the Mutiaux Collection
in Paris and this has been rephotographed here from the Vignier-Inada
Catalogue, number 322, as Rumpf rephotogra phed it for h is number 77-
It is reproduced in various Japanese publications as well as in the Occi-
dental ones mentioned. Its present location is unknown. The coloring,
except for the black obi, has not been described.

Hosoye. Yellow ground. Signed: Toshiisai Sharaku.

'34
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39
Band6 Hikosaburo III as the obi-seller Ch6yemon whose portrait in a
different costume is shown as number 37, and Iwai Hanshiro IV who is
enacting the part of Shinanoya O-Han, as he was in number 36.

Hikosaburo is dressed in an outer kimono of black and yellow stripes and
an under one of sage green. His obi is purple and white. The white under
garment is embossed. Hanshiro's costume is in sage green with touches
of coral and a second design in blue and white. The obi is white on a
ground of purple and the under kimono is rose and white.

The print we exhibit was at one time in the Rouart Collection of Paris
and was reproduced in the Vignier-Inada Catalogue, number 332, from
which Rumpf rephotographed it for his number 37. No other impression
has been reproduced but there are two others in America.

Oban. White mica ground. Signed: Toshusai Sharaku.

Fuller Collection.
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<$): KEISEI SANBON KARAKASA

4°
Ichikawa DanJuro VI as Fuwa Bansaku, son of Fuwa Banzayemon the
villain of the piece.

The outer garment is decorated in purple and white on a green ground.
The kimono below it is rose-colored.

So many of the actor prints in hosoye form by Sharaku, Shunsho and
others were designed to go together in sets of three that one might expect
this print and eleven of the twelve hosoye that follow it to makefour trip-
tychs. All represent scenes from the same play, and all are on yellow
grounds. They do not, however, fall surely into groups and as it is possible
that some of Sharaku's designs for this production have been lost it seems
better to state that our arrangement of those that remain is tentative. We
group this print and the two that follow as a possible triptych, with this
one at the left.

The impression chosen for exhibi tion horn three tha t are in America
bears a hand-written inscription giving the name of the actor. This
inscription, with others in the same hand, will be full y discussed under
number IOO and we will merely say now that the writer of these inscrip-
tions is believed to have been Shokusanjin, one of thc compilers of the
original notebook mentioned in our preface, in which contemporary
references to Sharaku have been found. Fourteen prints inscribed by that
owner came early to Germany and are reproduced, as this one is, in a
dealer's advertisement in the first edition of Kurth's book.

One of the two other impressions now in American collections is illus-
trated in the Vignier-Inada Catalogue, number 308, and was rephoto-
graphed by Rumpf for hISnumber 69, as well as by Noguchi.

Hosoye. Yellow ground. Signed: Toshusai Sharaku.

Ledoux Collection.
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Seoawa Tomisaburo II as the courtezan Toyama, sheltering a child.
"

This print must belong either with this play or with HANAAYAME BUN-

ROKU SOGA because of the way it is signcd and because Segawa Tomi-
saburo II was appearing at the Miyako-za. We eliminate the other of the
two possibilities partly because Sharaku's representations (numbers 4
and 9) of the actor in the earlier production show the different hair ar-
rangement appropriate to a totally different type of character. Inciden-
tally the records of KEISEI SANBON KARAKASA list Tomisaburo as having
taken the part of Toyama and no other role in this play and they show
that several children appeared during the course of the action; but which
of them is being protected in the picture under discussion we cannot say.
In any case as there are no hosoyc rhar can be ;Issigned definitely to fifth
month productions this one presumably belongs here.

We place the print tentatively as the central sheet of;1 triptych.

The costume worn by the actor is purple over rose, that of the child is
rose and whi teo

There are two impressions in American collections. The subject was
unknown to the compilers of the Vignier-lnada Catalogue and was de-
scnbed but not reproduced b K .tl R f f .. '. Y urt 1. ump or his number 62 repro-
duces the ll1scnbedunpres .: I, K'. sion <riown to urth in the dealer's advertise-
ment to which we have mad· . f··,· d .
I

c c re crcnco un er the precedIng number. No
ot rer seems to have been recorded.

Hosoye. Yellow ground. Si<rned: TOS!lL-IS"I'51 . I.z> ,,<'I lata -,u.

Ledoux Collection.
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42
Ymashina Shirojuro as Nagoya Sanzayernon whose demise early in
the acnon furnished a rnoti ve for the revenge finall y accomplished by his
son. In the print he iswearing the sword that is seen again in number 46
being drawn by the man who killed him.

He is shown in a kimono of yellow-green worn under a ka112ishimo once
pale blue on which are flowers in bluish green. The white fan has a design
in deep rose and what seemingly was once pale blue. The all-important
swords he wears have hilt wrappings of blue-green, mountings of golden
yellow and scabbards of deep rose.

We place the print as the right-hand sheet of a possible triptych.

Like two or three or the other subjects described in the preceding pages,
there was no impression of this print in Paris when the Vignier-Inada
Catalogue was compiled; but the copy inscribed with the actor's name
which first came to notice in the dealer's advertisement to which refer-
ence has been made, remained in Germany and was reproduced in
Kurth, Rumpf number 9r, various Japanese books and the Straus-
Negbaur Sale Catalogue. This impression is now in Chicago. In it the
hai r is somewhat better printed than it is in the impression we exhibit,
but to those of us who made the difficult choice between two excellent
prints-and no third is known-the color in the one selectedseemed of a
finer tone.

Hosoye. Yellow ground. Signed: Toshiisai Sharaku.

Metropolitan Museum of Art (Church Collection).
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.....................................................................
KEISEr SANDON KARAKASA

43
Segawa Kikunojo III as the courtezan Katsuragi, the heroine of the
play, and Sawamura Sojur» III as Nagoya Sanza, the hero. For separate
portraits of these actors in the sarne roles see the two followll1g pnnts.

Kikunojo wears a black robe over an under kimono of rose and violet.
Sojuro's outer kimono shows alternate squares of red-brown and greenish
gray. His obi is rose and yellow with touches of a color now decomposed
but apparently once light blue, which appears also in other parts of the
print.

As we noted in our discussion of number 4, Sharak u seems to have taken
an especially malicious delight in making the actors of the Segawa line,
who were famed for their grace and beauty, just as unattractive and
banal as possible, and in maliciousness this portrait is almost the equal of
the other. Still a third that is quite as bad as its predecessors will be noted
under number 45.

This subject is the least rare of any of Sharaku's seven surviving designs
for full length figures on mica grounds, and there are four good impres-
sions of it in America alone. The one reproduced in the Vignier-Inada
Catalogue, number 333, has been reproduced again as Rumpf number 34
and elsewhere. A much trim.med impression reproduced by Kurth is
copied by Nakata, and still another is reproduced in color by Noguchi.

Oban. White mica ground. Signed: Toshiisai Sharaku.

The Art Institute of Chicago (Buckingham. Collection).
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REISEI SANBON KARAKASA

44
Sawamura S6juro III asNagoya Sanza, the hero of the play and a young
man who was as much praised for his good looks as for h IS swordsman-
ship. For another portrait of the actor in the same r6le, but differently
equipped except for his swords in their mottled scabbards, see the pre-
ceding number.

Here he is dressed in a black outer robe which is decorated in the lower
part with a green and white design of bush clover [liagi], His under ki-
mono is rose-colored and below that he wears a gray and white garment
with a lozenge design.

We place the subject as the left-hand sheet of another probable triptych,
and would add that we feel much more sure of the propriety of bringing
together the three prints now being considered than we did in the jux-
taposition of numbers 40, 4r and 42.

Sojur« has his back to his enemy, but is clearly on guard, and his eyesare
intent on the quarter from. which attack is expected. Such a posture is in
the best samurai tradition for the swordsman hero of a play.

The print we exhibit has been reproduced in the Vignier-Inada Cata-
logue, number 320, in the Catalovue of the Mutiaux Sale by Nosuchi

b 'b
and as Rumpf number 63. There are two others in America.

Hosoye. Yellow ground. Signed: T6shiisai Sharak u.

Ledoux Collection.

45
Segawa Kikunoj6 III as the courtezan Katsuragi who was loved by tile
hero of the play and who loved him in return.

Another and even less Batter'l'l .trai f h . h. 19 por rait 0 t e same actor 111 t e same
part but differently robed exc t fl' . f bl

.1 ep or t re repctiuon 0 the cherry ossoms,
may be seen 111 number 43.
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The elaborate outer kirnono is violet, decorated with green stemmed
chrysanthemnms in yellow and two tones of rose. J t has a deep rose tie-
dyed lining. The under kimono is pale rose and there is a deep rose under
garment. The obi is in two tones of green.

The dealer's advertisement referred to under number 40, reproduces an
impression of this subject with two names of the actor inscribed on it, and
the only other that has been reproduced is rephotographed from the
Vignier-Inada Catalogue nurnber 316, as Rumpf number 70 and by
Noguchi. There is one other in America.

We place this print as the central sheet of a triptych showing Katsuragi
between her two lovers, the hero a nd the vi1\a i1'1 of the play.

Hosoye. Yellow ground. Signed: Toshusai Sharak u.

The Art Institute of Chicago (Buckingham Col lcction ).

46
Ichikawa Yaozo Ill as Fuwa Banzayemon, the vi llain of the piece. Here
he rs shown drawmg the fateful sword which we saw in number 42 being
worn by rts nghtful owner, Sanzayemon.

For another portrait of Yaozo in the same role see the followinc number'" .

The print now under di .. f thc mosr ndmi .. rSCUSSJonISone 0 t tc most admired designs by
Sharaku m the hosoye form.

The outer kimono is black .tl II d 1·. d d . < WI 1 ye ow an w lite cloud forms and the
llagge fehslg1110fthe so-called lightning pattern which is in rose. The
mrng 0 t e <imono IS111 the d ITh bb d f h same rose an t re under robes are in white.
e sca ar sot e swords are in pink and yellow.

We place the print as the right-hand shcet of a triptych.

This is the impression inscribed ·11 ' .
duced in the d I.' d . with the actor s name which was repro-

ea er s a verusemen t ref .. d d d
more fully discussed d. . ell e to un er number 40 an

un er number JOO lt i . b ·11· di .. . IS 111 very n rant con inon.
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The Art Institute of Chicago (Buckingham Collection).

'I

The subject is not quite so rare as someothers, (there are three in Ameri-
ca) but for reproductions we refer only to the Vignier-Inada Catalogue
number 3 IS which has been rephotographed for Rumpf number 71 and
elsewhere.

Hosoye. Yellow ground. Signed: Toshusai Sharaku.

I

I

'49
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47
Ichikawa Yaozo III as Fuwa Banzayemon and Sakata Hangoro III as
Kosodate-no-Kwannon-bo, that is, a priest of K wannon the Child-pro-
tector.

For separate portraits of these two actors in the same roles see numbers 46
and 50.

A comparison of the way in which the lightning and the cloud designs
in the costumes worn by Yaozo are treated in number 46 and in the print
now under discussion is of considerable interest. Here he wears a kami-
shimo printed in orange, two tones of grecn, strong rose and violet, over a
kimono of brown and under kimono of white and what once was light
blue. The sword has blue hilt wrappings and yellow mountings, and the
scabbards are deep rose, as in number 42. Hangoro stands in a gray robe
held by a blue sash; above his waist is seen an under robe which is white
with an embossed pattern of now faded light blue.

There are two impressions of this print in America, neither of which we
believe to have been reproduced hitherto, as all previous reproductions
of the subject can be traced back to two other orivinals both of which
once were in Paris. The one formerly in the Bull~r Collection of that
city appears as V1gnier-Inada Catalogue number 335, Rumpf number 33
where the color 1Sdiflercnrlv described, and as plate 42 of the catalogue
of the Matsukata Collection. The other, which once was owned by Pierre
Barboutau appears as nurnber 737 in his two-volume catalogue of 1904,
in Kurth, Noguchi and Nakata.

Oban. White mica ground. Signed: ToshLlsai Sharak u.

The Art Institute of Chicago (Buckingham Collection).
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KEISEI SANBON KARAKASA

Otani Tokuji probably as Monogusa Taro, disguised as a farmer and
carrying a spade.

The outer robe which has been let down is mainly in dull purple and
gray, with a greenish yellow lining. The garment at the waist is in deep
rose. The under kimono which appears above the waist IShght blue.

This print might possibly be connected with the fifth month production
at the Miyako-za but it is much more likely to represent the actor in the
role mentioned above which he played in KEISELSANBONKARAKASA.We
place it as the left-hand sheet of a triptych.

The impression we exhibit is the only one in America. Another, which is
somewhat trimmed, is reproduced in the Vignier-Inada Catalogue num-
ber 304, and as Rumpf number 55. A third appears in Nakata.

Hosoye. Yellow ground. Signed: Toshusa i Shara k 1I.

Museum of Fine Arts (Bigelow Collection).

49
Ichikawa Tomiyernon probably as [nok uma
farmer and carrying a mattock.

The outer kimono which has been let down is in white and oxidized
orange so:ipes against a ground of blue. The under garment, showing
below, lS 111 red-brown. The inner kimono now is pale gray with a tie-
dyed pattern embossed In white.

Monbei, disguised as a

Like the last number, this print may possibly be connected with HANA-
AYAMEBUNROKUSOGAand it b d . d. ,1 m.ust e a mitre that the costume and
hair arrangement are much like those wi th I' IT' .

d . b W llC 1 omlyenlon ISrepre-
sente 111 num er rz There hI'. I' -. are, owever, no losoye which can be defi-
rute y asslgned to that play d tl . d f .
1". . an re recor so the production we are now
[sung "lYeseernmgly appr .: l

h b I c opnate parts to )oth actors. We place the print
as t e centra sheet of a triptych.
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· ............................................... .........................

TI hrec i pressions in America. The one we exhibit bears arcre are tree nn .
1 d . . ription zivinu the name of the actor and It has beenlan -wntten l11SC b z> .

. I duced 1'11 the dealer's advertisement to which referenceprevIous y repro c • ' .. •

has been made under number 40 and elsewhele. 1he Vlgmer-Inada
Catalogue, number 304, shows another impression which IS reproduced
again as Rumpf number 56.

Hosoye. Yellow ground. Signed: Toshusai Sharaku.

Colburn Collection.

5°
Sakata I-Iangorii III as a Priest of K wannon, Protector of Children
(Kosodate-no-Kwannon-bo ) .

For another portrait of him in the same f(')1e sec number 47.

Here his outer robe is black, his kimono pale gray, and between them is
a band having a pattem of deep rose. His shaven cheek and chin as well
as the background of his mon are in a color now decomposed but ap-
parently once light blue.

We place the print tentatively with the two that precede it, as the right-
hand sheet of a triptych.

The only impression previously recorded is reproduced as Rumpf num-
ber 72 and is the one with an inscription in the dealer's advertisement
referred to under number 40. The remainin« one that is known to exist
is in an American collection but is in less g~od condition than the im-
pression shown here.

Hosove. Yellow ground. Signed: Toshiisai Sharaku.

The Art Institute of Chicago (Buckingham Collection).
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.................. ............................................ . ::~KE ISEI SANBON KARAKASA

51
Banda Mirsugoro Il as the farmer Asakusa no [irosaku,

I

The actor is dressed in dark red over green and carries on his back a
bundle of yellow straw.

The subject has been reproduced in the Vignier-Inada Catalogue, num-
ber 307, and Rumpf number 6r from one impression. Nognchi uses the
one we exhibit and reproduce here but shows it as it once was, heavily
oxidized. There is one other in America.

We place the print as the left-hand sheet of one of the tentative triptychs
we have formed from some of the yellow ground hosoye that record the
production of this play.

Hosoye. Yellow ground. Signed: Toshiisai Sharaku,

Ledoux Collection.

Otani Hiroji III as Tosa no Matahei, a yak ko in the service of Nagoya
Sanza.

The costume is mainly in sage green patterned in white and dull brick-
red. The sword hilt and scabbard are in rose, yellow and gray.

There is no other impression of this print in America and the only one
that has been reproduced hitherto appears as Rumpf number 73 and in
the Vignier-Inada Catalogue, number 305, where it is placed as the left-
hand sheet of a diptych formed of this subject and the following one. In
our opinion these two prints are the central and right-hand sheets of a
triptych which we have been able to complete by adding the hitherto
missing section.
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The two actors shown separately in this print and the ncxt may be seen
together in number 54·

Hosoye. Yellow ground. Signed: Toshirsai Sharaku.

Museum of Fine Arts (Bigelow Collection).

53
Arashi Ryuzo as Ukiyo Matahei, a minor malefactor in the service of
Banzayemon, the villain of the play.

"
The two Matahei are shown together in number 54-

Here Ryuz« is in black with a white p,lttern and his skirt is deep rose,
patterned in yellow-green. The collar is white with a design of yellow-
green barnboo. The under collar is black. Though thc coloring differs
slightly, the costume is the same as that which he is weari ng in the follow-
ing number.

We place the subject as thc right-hand shcet of a triptych.

The print has been very badly trimmed and thc missing portions have
been painted in by copying the reproduction of a more ncarly intact im-
pression from the Vignier-Inada Catalogue, number 305 Rumpf in his
number 74 rephotographs the Vignier-Inada impression, and only these
two are known to survive.

Hosoye. Yellow ground. Signed: Toshusai Shar'lku

The Art Institute of Chicago (Buckingham Collection).
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54
Otani Hiroji III as Tosa no Matahci and Arashi Ryuzo asUkiyoMata-
hei. For separate portraits of these two actors in the same parts seethe
immediately preceding numbers. 1t is interesting to observe the similari-
ties in the drawing of the heads as well as in the textiles.

The costumes are the same as those in which we have just seen the two
actors represented separate! y; and the colori ng of the subject now under
discussion has been described as follows: "Hiroji is in a green outer gar-
mcnt patterned in white. His collar is yellow an I red. He wears red
under garments with a black collar. His obi is red and green with wis-
taria sprays. Ryiizo is in brown with a wh itc pattern and his skirt is red,
patterned in yellow. The collar is white with green bamboo, the under
collar is black."

The two known impressions of th is I,ri III now art: in Japan. One is repro-
duced in the Vignier-Inada Cataloguc, number 329, Rumpf number35,
and the catalogue of the Matsukata Collection, plate 41, from whichwe
have rephotographed it. The other is reproduced in the catal sue of the
loan exhibition of 1930 of prints from the collection of Mr. A. ". Mihara
of Tokyo. The Mihara print is less trimmed than the Matsukata one,but
the reproduction of it would be harder to photograph.

Oban. White mica ground. Signcd: Toshusai Sharaku.
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55
Sanoaawa Ichimatsu III probabl y as Sekinoto, the wire of Banzayernon,

b

We believe that we are correct in placing this print here and in identity-
ing the role as that of Sekinoto. It is fair, however, to call attention to the
fact that the actor is represented In numbers II and 12 with a similar hair
arrangem.ent and in a costume in which the so-ca lied "lchirnatsu design"
or white squares is equally prominent.

The only known impression has been reproduced in the dealer's adver-
tisement to which we have referred so often, and as Rumpf number 64·
The present whereabouts or the print is unknown and we have been
obliged to rephotograph the very smai] cut in Rumpf's book. The color-
ing of the costume has been described as black and red. The hand-written
inscription gives the name of the actor, and before leaving the somewhat
controversial question or the proper placing of this print an I the two
others, numbers 48 and 49, which might possibly have to do with the
fifth month production at the Mivako-za, it may be not wholly irrele-
vant to add that eight out or the fourteen inscribed hosoye which came
together to Germany and are reproduced in the dealer's advertisement
seem to be connected in subject with KEISEr SANRON KARAKASA,while
the six others belong with even later plays.

Hosoye. Yellow ground. Signed: Tushusai Sharaku.
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~: SH IN REI Y A G UGH I NOW A T ASH I

Morita Kanya VIII as Yura Hyagonosuke.

He wears a kimono of light violet, over which is a kamishima tinted in
light tones of blue, rose and green, and lined with pale rose.

This irnpression, which is the only one in America, has a hand-written
inscription giving the name of the actor; it also bears an additional note
stating that "afterwards" he called himself Banda Yasosuke II; and as
he did not take this name until IRo I the inscription could not have been
written before that date. The print was first reproduced with a number
of other inscribed Sharaku prints in a dealer's advertisement in the
first edition of Kurth. A different and somewhat trimmed impression is
reproduced in the Vignier-Inada C,lt,tlogue, number 309, and again by
Rumpf number 59, Noguchi, etc.

Hosoye. Yellow ground. Signed: Toshusa: Sharaku.

The Art Institute of Chicago (Buckingham Collection).
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57
Ichikawa Komazo II as Minase no Rokuro Munezumi, who was the
companion of Hyogonosuke in loyalty and sorrow, and who shared with
him the guardianship of Nitta Yoshioki's fam.ily and castle.

We have rephotographed from the Vignier-Inada Catalogue, number
312, as Rumpf rephotographed for his number 88. The present where-
abouts of this print we do not know, nor have we been able to trace the
only recorded duplicate, which is said to have been inscribed with the
name of the actor. The coloring bas not been described.

Hosoye. Yellow ground. Signed: Sharaku. 1£ a corner of the print had
not been torn away, the full signature Toshusai Sharaku presumably
would be seen on it.
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Ichikawa Komazo II, again as Minase no Rokuro Munezumi, but this
time disa-uised as a pila-rim.. From his staff he has drawn a sword.

b b

This print looks as though it had been designed as the righ t-hand sheet
of a triptych, and if that was the fact, the remaining portions probably
showed some one of the sudden dangers with which the little band of
disguised fugitives were confronted while Munezumi and Hyogonosuke
were trying to lead Yoshioki's wife and child to a place of safety, beyond
the reach of Ashikaga Takauji.

The subject was reproduced in the Vignier-Inada Cataloguc, number
321, from an impression then in the Vever Collection and now in that of
Mr. Matsukata, from plate 39 of whose catalogue we have rephoto-
graphed it The same print appears again as Rumpf number 58. No other
impression is known, nor has the coloring been described.

Hosoye. Yellow ground. Signed: Toshiisai Sharaku.
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SHINREI YAGUCHI

.................................. -

59
Nakamura Kumctaro II as Minato, the wife of Yura Hyogonosuke.

The outer robe is black with a design in white, green and yellow. The
kimono below it is in rose.

Recent identifications enable us to present a triptych of which this is the
left-hand sheet.

The hand-written inscription gives the name of the actor 8SNakayama,
rather than Nakamura, Kumetaro, and this serves to identify the printas
the one reproduced in the Straus-Ncgbaur C8t810gue and in color by
Kurth, from whom it was rephotographed by Nakata

Of the two other impressions now in America, one W::lS rephotographed
by Noguchi and by Rumpf for his number 89 from the Vignier-Inada
Catalogue, number 319, where it was shown 85 the left-hand sheet of a
diptych. No other impressions have been recorded.

Hosoye. Yellow ground. Signed: ToshClsai Sharaku.

Metropolitan Museum of Art (Mansfield Collection).

60
Nakajima Kanzo as the pack-horse man Neboke no Chozo. In some
books this character has been called Negoto no Chozo, but the original
play-bill writes the name as above.

The actor wears a red apron and an upper (Tarment of ony-blue with
white checks. About hISwaist is a yellow COI~1.His O'love~and leO'gino-s
are 111 gray-blue. b b b

The impression exhibited I' I . f' . .
. , W llC 1 ISone 0 two 111American collections
ISreproduced as the rizht-hn d h . f" 'h . I " b n s eel' 0 a tnptych Improperly put 1'0-
get er 111 t le VlO'lller-Inada C t I .

b < a a ogue, number 304. It appears again 111

'7°
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the Jacquin ("Distinguished French Connoisseur") Catalogue, number

33, and as Rumpf number 57·

We place it as the central sheet of a triptych to which the preceding and
the following prints belong.

Hosoye. Yellow ground. Signed: Toshiisai Sharaku.

Museum of Fine Arts (Spaulding Collection).

I"
61

Nakayama Tomisaburo as Tsukuba Gozen, the consort of Nitta
Yoshioki.

This is the right-hand sheet of the triptych.

The outer robe is violet with the stream. pattern in what was once light
blue, and with touches of rose in the cherry blossoms. The lining is deep
rose, and the under kimono pale rose with a pattern in white reserve.

The subject is reproduced in color in the Vignier-I nada Catalogue, num-
ber 319, plate 94, and under the same number in black and white. Rumpf
rephotographs that impression for his number 90; and one with an
inscription indicating that the actor was thought of as "floppy" (gunya),
is reproduced by Kurth and Nakata.

Hosoye. Yellow ground. Signed: Toshusai Sharaku.

The Art Institute of Chicago (Buckingham Collection).
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Matsumoto Koshiro IV as Magoyel11on and Nakayama Tomisaburo

as Umegawa

For other portraits of these two actors In the same parts see numbers

63 and 66.

Tomisaburo is dressed in a black outer robe with :1 design of white blos-
soms, and in a gray-green obi with a ground p;lttern of Rowers and ten-
drils in rose and green. Kosuiro's co.rt and tab: arc in a purple-brown and
the design on his coat is in black. His other garments arc in gray-green
and olive with touches of white and the same purple-hrown used else-
where.

The only impression of th is pri nt rh.i t h"s been rcprod uccd hi therto isthe
more trimmed one rephotographed in RUl11pfnumber 32, and in various
Japanese books from. the Vignier-lnada Caiu logue, number 334· It isa
rare subject but there are two other impressions in America, both of
which are fine though neither is in quite such superb condition as the
example shown.

Oban. White mica ground. Signed: 'UlshClsai Shur.iku.

Fogg Art Museum (Duel Collection).
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~:::.::::::: YO MO NO

Matsumoto Kiishirii IV as Magoyernon, the father of Chiibei.

For another portrait of him in the same role and the same costume see

the preceding number.

His coat is soft reddish lilac; his kimono pale blue, now faded, with
brownish red and white checks; the lining of the kimono and the under
robe are yellow and the tobacco pouch is bright rose.

We place this print separately in spite of strong temptation to consider it
the left-hand sheet of a triptych with the two that follow forming the
other portions. Magoyemon's posture, and particularly the downward
direction of his gaze would indicate that placing, but it is decidedly un-
usual to have one character in a triptych of a different sex from the other
two and not in the center of the composition ; and furthermore we doubt
if the old gentleman was present in the tea-house when the story of his
son's theft was being told.

This b~autiful print is thought to be the only surviving impression of
the subject, and as It was unknown to the authors of the Vignier-Inada
Catalogue and to Rumpf, it has not been described or reproduced hith-
erto.

Hosoye. Yellow ground. Signed: Toshusai Sharaku.

The Art Institute of Chicago (Buckingham Collection).
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r,~·I;.l.~.l•••••••••••·••••••••••::~NISHIKI. KOKYO NO
YOMO NO

Nakajima Wadayemon as Tambaya Hachiyemon, one of Chiibei's
clients from whom he had stolen money, tell Ing the story of the theft

We owe the identification to the documents in Boston; and we might
add that the papers visible in the picture are those which prove Chiibei's

guilt_
This print seems to have formed the ccn tra 1sheet of a tri ptych with mall-
ber 65 at its right The left-hand sheet probably showed another female
figure, but may possibly have been the portrait of Magoyemon which we
have placed separately as number 63·

The impression here reproduced is rephotographed from the Vignier-
Inada Catalogue, number 311, JSRumpf rephotogra phcd it for his num-
ber 60, and as others have done. Itwas once in the Mutiaux llectionin
Paris. Its present location is unknown. The coloring has n t been de-
scribed.

II

Hosoye. Yellow ground. Signed: 1'c)shClsaiShnr.ik u.

65
Matsumoto Yonesaburo as O-1'suyu, a waitress in a tea-house.

We place this print with the one that precedes it as the right-hand sheet
of a triptych, the left end of which is lost or not definitely identified.

Neither of the two recorderl ] _. .. A . d hImpreSSIons ISIn - mcnca an we ave re-
Photo<Tfaphed from K tl N I··b ur " as ozuc 1.1 did the onc in the Kunstgewer-
bemuseum of Berlin whicl B·- b, d '. . bl k. _ 1 enesc 1rcpro uccs In color, show111O"a acs
obi and neckprece over a b .: 1- - d 1 . . - b IIc IlC, re outer <imono above which ISa ye ow
apron patterned in white 1'J 1\ f tl

d
- - re ye ow a the under kimono and of ie

stan carried by the o-irl . f d·ffd f h b b ISa a 1- .crcnt tone from those used in the apron
an or t e acko-round of tl .. 1'1 . ..diti bb. re punt. re other known impression ISIn
poor con ition ut ISrepr d I· I . .b 0 ucec 1Il tne Viguier-Inada Catalogue, num-
er 3ro, as Rumpf number 78 and b N 1-,c.. y a -,ata.

Hosoye. Yellow ground S·" . 1-1-- - .. Ibnec. oshiisai Sharaku:
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66
Ichikawa Komazii II as Kameya Chubei, the hero or the play, and Naka-
yama Tomisaburii as Umegawa, the heroine.

Number 62 shows Umegawa with Chubei's father. Here we have her
with Chubei himself as they go out in the night to begin their flight to
the village in which the tragic story ends.

Both outer kimono are violet above rose under garments. The woman's
obi and the man's sash and collar are black. The umbrella is yellow and
there are touches or that color elsewhere.

This is one of the rarest as well as one or the finest of Sharaku's great
series of prints which depict two figures at full length against a ground
of mica which in the other subjects is white but here is dark because the
action represented took place at night. We can only regret that what-
ever the cause may have been, there are no more or these superb designs;
and it is to be regretted to all. almost equal extcn t that each or the seven
subjects which do exist is so excessively rare. Only one other original
impression of this print is to be round in all the collections of America,
and the only one that has been reproduced hitherto is rephotographed in
Rumpf nurnber 31 and elsewhere hom. the Vignier-Inada Catalogue,
number 331. There are at least two rather good modern reprints.

Oban. Dark mica ground. Signed: Toshusai Sharaku.

Museum of Fine Arts (Spaulding Collection).
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Ichikawa Komazo II in a shibaraku interlude, as Shinozuka Goro Sa-
datsuna, the discoverer of the plot against the Emperor.

The actor wears the brick-red outer robe with the Ichikawa mon in white
which was traditional, as was the make-up or the race, for shibaraku roles.
The other parts of the costume are black, orange, yellow and green.

As there are at least three known impressions or this print with the
Sharaku signature, and none has been found signed differently, the
design must be by the artist whose work we are cataloguing; but the fact
should be recorded that Rumpf is not alone in thinkin.g that the drawing
resembles the work of T oyokuni.

The subject is reproduced as Rumpf number I30 from. Kurth's Ges-
chtchtc des [apanischcn H oLzsclmittcs, and not elsewhere.

One further note must be made: None of the other surviving prints by
Sharaku that have to do with this play and are in. hosoye form has a yel-
low ground. A shibaraku role, however, is apt to be shown alone and
unrelated.

Hosoye. Yellow ground. Signed: Toshusai Sharaku.

Museum of Fine Arts (Spaulding Collection).

,86
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MATSU 'VA MISAO ONNA KUSUNOK(
.~ •••..•

_ - - - .. - - - - _ .

68
Onoye Matsusuke I as the Narnazu-bozu (catfish priest) Magoroku

NyLld6

This is the second print that we have been able to add to the previously
known works of Sharaku. It is the left-hand sheet or a diptych represent-
ing an interpolated dance performed by Matsusukc who is shown here,
and Hanshiro who appears opposite to him in the rollowing number.
The account of this dance in the contemporary Yakusha Ninso Kagami
states that Matsusukc was particularly amusing in it.

The white rats in the costume are on yellow tiles. The rice bales are yel-
low and black. The bottle is yellow. The other colors have faded but the
ground of the over-mantle seems once to have been purple with the
under garrnents in tones of rose and pink.

'vVe would note that this print is the hrst to be catalogued or those in
which the background is neither yellow nor gray but is the natural tone
of the paper, and without decoration.

Bosoye. Untinted ground. Signed: Toshirsa: Sharaku.

Museum of Fine Arts (Bigelow Collection).

69
IWftai Hanshiro IV as O-Bina (Miss Doll), bearing a pilgrim's hat and
sta .

In order to dance opposite Mat . 1· 1 b .'. , " '_ ' , . c SLISU ,e, w 10 was gar ed as a prrest 11l an
interpolated [oruri episode H l' ,- I I 'I, ' .rans 1110 las rcre assumed temporan y
some of the attributes of a pl'lor" Tl I " [' d

, , , " ' < '" IIll, 1.( ocscr rptlOn 01 this dance quote
under the preceding number frorr, tile' Y i: s]. N' - K ' bla,\u, 'W inso agal1u ena es
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us at last to identify definitely a subject that has long been in dispute. The
print is the right-hand sheet of a diptych.

The costume is faded violet over rose and wh itc, with a black obi. The
hat, staff, etc. are in bright yellow.

There are two impressions of the subject in America.

A considerably trimrned one is reproduced in the Vignier-Inada Cata-
logue, number 324, from which it was rephotographed for Rumpf's
number 92 and by Noguchi.

Hosoye. Un tinted ground. Signed: Toshusa i Sharaku.

Museum of Fine Arts (Spaulcli ng Collection).
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MATSU WA MISAO ONNA KUSUNOKI··········-- ....----..---:~

I

7°
Iwai Hanshiro IV as Chihaya, the younger sister of Kaneyoshi and a
loyalist, here disguised as an assistant in the palace gardens.

This print and the next two represent a scene from the jar uri episode
KAGURAZUKI \WAI NO mOGINU. They form a triptych and are the first in
which Sharaku has used any decorative accessories, such as branches or
curtains, in the background.

The colors in the print have faded and changed with time, but the outer
kimono once was purple below an over-mantle of white and bore a de-
sign of yellow iris. The obi is yellow with medallions in black. The under
kimono now is a dull rose.

Hanshiro must have been especially admired in this performance, or,
perhaps, was expected to be, for we have five portraits of him in it by
Sharaku and a very notable one by Toyokuni.

There are two impressions in America. Another is reproduced in the
Vignier-Inada Catalogue, number 291, by Rumpf number 96 and else-
where.

Hosoye. Untinted ground with decoration of maple leaves.Signed To-
shiisai Sharaku.

Museum of Fine Arts (Bigelow Collection).

71

Ichikawa Kornazo II as the loyalist general Nitta Yoshisadadisguised as
a court gardener.

There are no impressions in America?f the middle and right-hand sheets
of this triptych, and we have been oblIged to rephotograph tirepnnt now
being discussed from the Vignier-Inada Catalogue, number 291, as
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Rumpf did for his number 97, and as Noguchi has done. The coloring has
not been described.

Bosoye. Untinted ground with decoration of maple leaves. Signed: 1'6-
shiisai Sharaku.

72
Osagawa Tsuneyo II as Kojima, the wife of Bingo Saburo, disguised
as an assistant gardener.

This is the right-hand sheet of the triptych and it should be noted that
the publisher's seals on the three show marked differences in size and
drawing.

As in the case of the precedi ng number we have rephotographed the only
recorded impression from the Vignier-Inada Catalogue, number 291, as
Rumpf did for his number 98, and as Noguchi has done. The c loring has
not been described.

Bosoye. Untinted ground with decoration of maple leaves. Signed: 1'6-
shiisai Sharaku.
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73
Nakajima Wadayemon as Migawori no Daizo, or Daizo the Sub-
stitute.

This print and the four that follow it form a pentaptych in which this
is the left-hand sheet.

I

The haori and tabi are red-brown; the kimono is faded pale blue with
lines of black crossed with fine white lines which are almost invisible
now and a lining of faded rose. The trousers are faded pale blue and the
sash faded rose.

An inscribed impression of the print is reproduced in the Vignier-Inada
Catalogue, number 298, and rephotographed as Rumpf number 123 and
by Noguchi. Kurth uses a different one which is used again by Nakata.
Both are in America. We have chosen the one that Kurth rephoto-
graphed from the two-volume Barboutau Catalogue, in spiteof its stains,
because the other is somewhat trimmed, and lessfine in color.

,II

The Art Institute of Chicago (Buckingham Collection).

Hosoye. Ground filled with design. Signed: Sharaku.

74
Matsumoto K6shir6 IV as the loyal retainer Hata Rokurozayernon
disguised as a bridegroom carrying dried fish and other things to eat at
the wedding, and pretending to be Minagawa Shinzayemon.

II
I

His kimono is in two shades of red-brown and his kamishimo is a faded
blue with white dots.

This is the second sheet of a five-sheetset, the other numbers of which
precede and follow it.
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h V· . I d C t logue number 299 Rumpf number 124, andT e Ignler - na a a a '. . '. . h zi th
N hi d e a much inscnbed impression whic gives e past
oguc I repro uc . ke until 8

f th t nd includes one that he did not ta ceunn I 01, sevennames 0 e ac or a
f th P

rint was issued Kurth and Nakata rephotograph oneyears a ter e . . .' . A .
from the Barboutau Catalogue. There are two ImplesslOns 111 mcnca.

Hosoye. Ground filled with design. Signed: Sharaku.

Portland Art Museum (Mary Andrews Ladd Collection).

75
Iwai Hanshiro IV as Sakurai, the sister of Masashige, disguised as tire
country girl O-Toma.

In describing the scene represented in this set the Yal(usha Ninso Kagami
refers to Hanshiro's fine affectation of embarrassment at the appearance
of two bridegrooms. One of these is shown in the preceding print and
one in the print that follows.

In print number 70 we saw Hanshiro as Chihaya disguised as a woman
gardener, and in numbers 78 and 79 we shall see him again in the rille
of Sakurai.

Here his kimono is of an intense black, shading to thin black in the lower
part of the skirt and sleeves, with a pattern of yellow fans and peonies in
rose and green, and touches of faded blue at the hem. The under kimono
is rose and the obi and head-cloth are violet.

!he impression we reproduce is the only one that has been recorded and
Itbears an inscription giving the name of the actor.

The print is the central sheet of a pentaptych.

It has been reproduced previously in the large Mosle Catalogue, plate
r81: as Rumpf number 125, and by Kurth, Nakata and Noguchi. The
subject was unknown to the compilers of the Vignier-Inada Catalogue.

Hosoye. Ground filled with design. Signed: Sharaku.

The Art Institute of Chicago (Buckingham Collection).
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76
Ichikawa Komazo Il as Oyamada Taro disguised as a bridegroom carry-
ing sake to be drunk at his wedding. In other episodes of this production
we have seen Kornazo as Nitta Yoshisada disguised as a gardener and as
Shinozuka Goro Sadatsuna. Here he is the villain of the piece.

The coloring of the costume has changed mainly to tones of gray, but
perhaps originally was at least partly in blue with the touches of white
that still remain. The bucket carried by the actor is black in its lower
portion and pink above.

The print is the fourth sheet of a pentaptych.

The impression we exhibit bears an inscription giving the name of the
actor. It was reproduced in the Vignier-Inada Catalogue, number 298,
and rephotographed for Rumpf number 126, and by Noguchi.

Hosoye. Ground filled with design. Signed: Sharaku.

Fuller Collection.

1'[

,I
II

I

77o sagawa Tsuneyo II as the hairdresser O-Roku, possibly a disguise of
Koj ima, the wife of Bingo Saburo, whom we have seen differently dis-
guised in number 72. Here the r6le is that of a "go-between" arranging a

marnage.

The outer kimono now is in a gray and white stripe. The rose of the
under kimono has faded to dull pink. The collar still is clear purple with

white lozenges.
This print is placed as the right-hand sheet of the five-sheet set we have

been listing.
It bears an inscription giving the name of the actor and has been repro-
duced in the Vignier-Inada Catalogue, number 298, as Rumpf number

127, and by Nakata and Noguchi.

Hosoye. Ground filled with design. Signed: Sharaku.

Fuller Collection.
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Iwai Hanshiro IV not here in the role of Chihaya, younger sister of
Kaneyoshi, in which he appears in number 70, but as in number 75 play-
ing the part of Masashige's sister Sakurai.

This attribution is based on the fact that Toyokuni in his famous series
of actor portraits called "Yakusha Butai no Sugata-ye" shows Hanshiro
in the same pose, with the same hood and the same dark background in
the upper half. As the prints are approximately of the same date, the
same role undoubtedly is depicted. The Toyokuni print differs from this
one in that the design on the skirt of the kirnono is the "Kiku-sui"-
chrysanthemums over water-which was the crest of the Kusunoki fam-
ily to which Sakurai belonged.

The color of the costume has been described merely as having the hood
in black and the kimono in green.

The only known impression appears as plate 14a in Kurth's Geschichte
des [apanlschcn H olzschnittes and is rephotographed from that asRumpf
number 129, and by Noguchi from whom we have rephotographed it.

Hosoye. Gray ground oxidized. Signed: Sharaku.
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79
Again we have a portrait of Iwai Hanshiro IV, but now disguised asa
peasant girl. It is probable that the role is that of Sakurai, as U1numbers
75 and 78, but this may be one of the disguises of Chihaya who IS por-
trayed in number 70. Hanshiro played both parts and the available
records throw no light on which of the two is represented here.

Here his outer kimono is in stripes of brick red and yellow with fine
orange lines. The black collar is coated with lacquer. The obi and under
collar are rose with white reserve. The under garment is deep rose, the
head cloth is violet, now somewhat faded, and the comb is white with
yellow teeth.

This is the first to be catalogued here of the series of bust-portraits on
yellow grounds which Sharaku began to issue about the time when the
edict against mica ground prints went into effect. Upholders of the
legend to which reference was made in our introduction, call attention
to me tameness and lack of exaggeration in these prints as compared
with the bust-portraits on dark mica grounds with which Sharaku has
conquered posterity, even if he did not captivate his contemporaries. On
all of the yellow-ground bust-portraits the house names and poetry names
of the actors are given in cartouches with the appropriate personal mon
above, and in this case Hanshiro is described as Yamatoya Tozaku.

The subject now under discussion is the onl y one of the set not known
to the compliers of the Vignier-Inada Catalovue and the only previous
reprod~ction of it is rephotographed as Rumpf number 49 from a Japan-
eseperiodical. There IS no other impression in America.

Aiban. Yellow ground. Signed: Sharaku.

The Art Institute of Chicago (Buckingham Collection).
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80
Ichikawa Komazo II as Oyamada Taro, the same part as that in which
he is shown in Number 76.

In the cartouchc below the personal 111011 of the actor are his house and
poetry names Koraiya and Kinsho.

The coloring of the kimono is now a fading violet. The under robe is
rose, with a sleeve lining of yellow-green. The coloring of the tonsure
has now decomposed, but originally was light blue.

There has been some doubt as to the proper attribution of the print, but
in our opinion the question is settled by the peculiar and distinctive hair
arrangement which also appears in the other portrait of Oyamada Taro
referred to above.

There is no other impression in America, but another has been repro-
duced in the Vignier-Inada Catalogue, number 253, and as Rumpf num-
ber 51.

Aiban. Yellow ground. Signed: Sharaku:

The Art Institute of Chicago (Buckingham Collection).

20-1-
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81
Ichikawa Yaozo III as Hachimantaro Yoshiiye. In the cartouche below
his personal man are written his house name, Tachibanaya, and his

poetry name, Chusha.

His outer kimono is patterned in light violet and white with green medal-
lions. The under kimono is rose and the white collars show edges of
faded light blue-a tone that appears again in the tonsure. The fastener
of the head-dress is light violet. There are touches of rose around the
eyes, in the ears and on the lips.

The actual deeds of Yoshiiye are justly famous, but his legendary exploits,
like those recounted in this melodra rna, give hi In an even more enduring
fame. The mere twang of his terrible bow sent frightened demons
scuttling away to safer places; and as he became one of the stock charac-
ters of the popular theatre the print-makers loved to show him in poses
that would suggest his prowess.

Here he is represented in a comparatively inactive moment, garbed in
the stage dress appropriate to his high social position and with the hair
arrangement traditional for young men of the nobility, which we see
again in the following number.

No other impression of the print is known to be in existence. This one is
reproduced in the Vignier-Inada Catalogue, number 254, and as Rumpf
number 50.

Aiban. Yellow ground. Signed: Sharaku.

The Art Institute of Chicago (Buck ingham Collection).
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Ichikawa Yaoza III as the false Yoshiiye, who is murdered by Abe no
Sadato. After the body had been removed Yaozo made a reappearance in
the part of the real Yoshiiye, announcing: "The man you have killed is
not I, but one who has been known as Sazanam.i Tatsug ro, a fisherman.
His real name is Genga Narishige, and he died to save me."

The outer kirnono is violet with patterns in yellow and white and is lined
with pale rose. The under kimono is red with a white pattern. The other
under garments and the fan are white. The obi is greenish yellow. The
sword fittings and the lattice above are yellow against white.

This print may at one time have formed the central part of a triptych,
with number 83 on the right and another which has not survived on the
left. It is the only known impression and was rephotographed by Rumpf
for his number T07 from a Tokyo catalogue.

Hosoye. Yellow ground Signed: Sharaku.

Metropolitan Museum of Art (Ma nsfie Id Collection).

83
Ichikawa Ebizo I V as Abe no Sadato, but not in the same disguiseas
that 11l which he appears in the following print, for here he is pretending
to be Kamakura no Gondavu Kagenari, an envoy to Yoshiiye. Accord-
ll1gto the accoun tin the Kabuh] N cndaik], Sadato seizes this opportunity
and tnes to kill his ho t b I· . I· b . I.. s, e levlng 11m to c the person shown 111 me
cofmpamon piece, number 82_ We place this print as the riaht-hand sheet
o a triptych only two part f h - I 1 . b, , ar sow. IC 1 lave survived.

The sleeves of the COStUI- -II . . .. . _ lie su ale III moss green atthe top wrtha pattern
In rose and white azai I
k

. 7 - 'b inst tie gray-green of the lower portions but the
amistumo and the tror . 1 f d d - ' dter 1- Tl isers lave a e andshownowma1l11yasmottle

oys cr-w lite. re sword remains in clear rose.
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The contem.porary Yakusha Ninso Kagami. "The Mirror of Actors'
Faces," describes Ebizo's dress on this occasion and goes on to say that
when he made his entrance as the false envoy he was unsurpassable. Asa
matter ot tact Ebizo was particularly good at playing the villain, and the
print now under discussion should be compared with Sharaku's more
famous portrait of the same actor in a somewhat similar role, number 16.
It might also be noted that the hair arrangement with the horizontal
wings of the ende kazura was traditional on the stage tor the characteriz-

ations of plotting noblemen.

The print we exhibit is the only impression that is known to exist, and
we would pause a moment to tell something of its recent history. When
Kurth reproduced it and it was rephotographed by Nakata and asRumpf
number 106, it was in the collection of the Kunsthal Ie of Bremen and was
heavily oxidized as may be seen in all three reproductions. In November
1922 it was reproduced still oxidized, in the catalogue at prints from the
Bremen Museum that were to be sold at the Walpole Galleries in New
York, and at that sale it passed into the collection at the late Arthur B.
Duel, a surgeon with very deft hands whose skill was turncd in moments
of leisure to the cleaning of his prints with the result that we see here.

Hosoye. Yellow ground discolored by cleaning. Signed: Sharaku.

Fogg Art Museum (Duel Collection).
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Ichikawa Ebizo IV again as Abe no Sadato, the villain of the piece, but
in a different disguise from that in which we saw him in the preceding
print, for here he is shown disguised as Rvozan, supposedly a peaceful
pilgrim. On the portable shrine at his back is written "Nippon Kaikoku
Shugyo Rokuju-roku .. " indicating a country-wide pilgrimage in which
the principal temple in each of the 66 provinces is visited. He is grasping
a shaku-jo or mercy-staff with rings that jingle so that insects will get out
of his path and not be trodden on. It is against the law of Buddha to take
the life of even the least of sentient beings, but in this case the mercy-
staff, like the pilgrim who holds it, is a sharn. for it contains a sword.

The shrine is in black and greenish yellow. The actor wears a gray outer
kimono, an under kimono of greenish yellow, and a rose-colored girdle.
His collar is in rose and black.

The subject has been reproduced from a badly trimmed impression in
the Vlgmer-Inada Catalogue, number 321, from which it was rephoto-
graphed by Noguchi as well as for Rumpf number 84. There are three
llnpresslOns 111 America.

This print may have been designed as the right-hand sheet of a triptych,
the other two sheets of which have been lost.

The seal of Tsutaya, the publisher, is in the smaller and less usual form
which appears also in numbers 88 and 89. Probably this form of the
seal indicates the work of some special block-cutter.

Museum. of Fine Arts (Bigelow Collection).

Hosoye. Untinted ground. Signed: Sharaku.
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Nakayama Tomisaburo as O-Hide, sister or Abe no Sadato, and wire
or Genge Narishige who was killed by hiLT1and who 1Sshown 1I111lUll-

ber 82.

In the cartouche below the actor's personal mon are his house and poetry
names, Omiya and Kinsha.

Here he is dressed in an outer kimono or light and dark violet stripes
and a black collar coated with lacquer. The under kimono is strong rose
with a white collar mica-coated. The obi is light blue and the man on the
towel is white on blue. The covering or the tonsure is printed in violet.
The lips are touched with rose. The comb is rna iIII yin wh ite with yellow
teeth.

It should be noted that Herr Rumpf has suggested that the role depicted
is that or Goyemon's wire in the play TOKIWA 1MA KURUWA NO HANA-

MICHl, which was performed at the Kiri-za in the third month or 1795·
As far as can be told from the print itself it m.ight depict either role, but
we are placing it here because we can find no other print that we think
should be attributed to the later play and because the outer kimono
shown in it resembles in pattern and in color that which Tomisaburo is
wearing in the following print which certain] y has to do with the produc-
tion now under discussion.

Another impression, much trimmed, has been reproduced as Rumpf
number 47' and 111 the Vignier-Inada Catalogue, number 252. There is
one other ll1. America.

Aiban. Yellow ground. Signed: Sharaku,

The Art Institute or Chicago (Bucki ngham Collection).
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86
Nakayama Tomisaburo as O-Hide, sister of Abe no Sadato and wife
of Gengii Narishige, the same role as that of number 85·

The outer kimono is white with stripes of faded violet. The under ki-
mono is dull rose, the obi black. The straw rain-coat is in pale yellow, as
is the foreground.

This print and the next are two of the subjects which we have the good
fortune to add to the previously known works of Sharaku. They form
the central and right-hand sheets of a triptych, the left-hand sheet of
which has failed to survive even in a single impression.

The print now being considered came into the Doucet Collection in time
to be mentioned in a footnote of the Vignier-1nada Catalogue, but too
late to be exhibited or reproduced. Rumpf records it from that note under
his number 134, as a print of which he had heard but which he could not
describe or reproduce. The seal of the Doucet Collection identines the
impression we show as the same one, and apparentl y there is no other.

Hosoye. Gray ground. Signed: Sharaku.

Fuller Collection.

87
Morita Kanya VIII as Kawachi Kanja, disguised as Genkaibo, (Ajari
Genkal), and act111gas a spy.

On the post is writt "1 " I· I· I. 1 en nasegawa w llC lIS t le name of the river shown
111 the background. The scene has to do with a struggle for the possession
of a seal that had been hidden in or near Inamura-ga-saki and that the
actor here ISholding in his mouth.

Kanya is wearing a gray kimono under a tattered over-robe of black. The
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scabbard of his sword, his waist-band, and the bundle he is holding in his
mouth are of varying tones of red-orange. The post and foreground are
in tones of yellow and the river probably once was in that peculiarly
evancscent blue which so seldom remains unchanged.

This design by Sharaku has been entirely unrecorded hitherto, and no
other impression of it is known. On the back of the print there is a col-
lector's seal reading H6 SCIKaku. We reproduce it with number 86 as
part of a triptych, the left-hand sheet of which does not appear to have
survived.

Hosoye. Gray ground. Signed: Sharaku.

Ledoux Collection.
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Apparently this is one of the disguises of Abe no Sadato's wife Iwate, but
the ".ccount in the Kabuki Ncndaik], here our main source of informa-
tion, is not clear on this point. It does, however, mention the snow scene.
E,-r other portraits of Iwate see numbers 90 and 91.

88
Sakata Hangoro III as Abc no Munero, brother of the chief villain of
the piece Abe no Sadato. As here shown he is standing in the snow and is
disguised, probably as the packman (umakata) Abumizuri Iwazo.

He is dressed in red-brown with an under garment, now faded, which
was once pale rose with a pale blue collar. His hat and the fringe on his
apron are orange, and his body is a pale flesh color.

This print is the left-hand sheet of a triptych of which number 89 is the
center. The right-hand sheet is unknown. Both prints that have survived
have the small simplified form of the Tsutaya leaf-seal, also found on
number 84.

The subject has not been reproduced in any Occidental books except as
Rumpf number 86, where it seems to have been rephotographed from
Inouye Kazuo, and does not show the snow covered ground. The impres-
sion we exhibit is the only one in America.

I-Iosoye. Gray ground. Signed: Sharaku.

The A rt Institute of Chicago (Buckingham Collection).

89
~I11ashita Kinsaku II as the okujoclut (lady-in-waiting in a noble farn-
ill') Tsumaki, in a snow storm.
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Now the outer ganTlent is in faded violet. The obi is brocaded 011 a
green ground with a design in yellow, rose, green, black and white. There
are touches of rose elsewhere. The umbrella is yellow and black.

We place the print next to number 88 as the central sheet of a triptych
the right-hand sheet of which has not survived.

The subject has been reproduced from one impression in the Vignier-
Inada Catalogue, number 318, Rumpf number 87, and by Noguchi. The
one we exhibit is the only one in America.

Hosoye. Gray ground. Signed: Sharaku.

Museum of Fine Arts (Spaulding Collection).
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9°
"\:mashita Kinsaku II as Iwate, the wife of Abe no Sadato, here dis-
guised probably as the naleai, or maid, O-Kane.

The actor's house and poetry names as given under bis private mon in
tbe cartouche are: Tennojiya and Riko.

For other portraits of Kinsaku in this play see numbers 89 and 91.

In this print he wears a kimono and tonsure covering of light violet.His
under kimono is rose and white. The collar is coated with mica. The
comb is in soft yellow and there are touches of rose at the corners of the
eyes.

The slightly trimmed impression reproduced in the Vignier-Inada Cata-
logue, number 256, appears again 3S Rumpf's number 46. Kurth and
Nakata use a different one. There are th ree j n American collections.

Aiban. Yellow ground. Signed: Sharaku.

The Art Institute of Chicago. (Buckingharn Collection).
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OTOKOYAMA 0 EDO

91

"\:mashita Kinsaku II as Iwate, the wife of Abe no Sadato, but prob-
ably in one of her disguises. See numbers 89 and 90.

The tree under which the actor kneels is printed in yellow with blossoms
in clear rose. His under kirnono is in clear rose with a design in white.
The outer kimono, where plain, is in dark green, and the patterns in its
lower part are in yellow, rose and white. The obi is black with a pattern
in yellow, red and light green. The comb is yellow and the covering of
the tonsure red.

The print bears a hand-written inscription giving the name of the actor.
It is somewhat trimmed, but is the only known impression and has been
reproduced as Rumpf number J02 as well as by Kurth and Nakata. It
looks as though it might once have been part of a triptych.

Hosoye. Un tin ted ground with decoration of plum tree. Signed: Sha-
raku.

Metropolitan Museum of Art (Church Collection).
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92
Ichikawa Yaozo III as Saegi Kurando.

The coloring and costume design are: kimono, rose; kamishim», light
lilac with white manji pattern and peony medallions with Bowers III
rose with green stems against a yellow ground; sword hilt blue; tabi
yellow.

The records are not complete enough to allow us to determine whether
this is a separate part or a disguise adopted by Yoshiiye. It is of interest,
however, that the Kabuki Nendai1(i mentions Yaozo five times in COIl-

nection with the performance of OTOKOYAMA 0 EDO NO ISHIZUE. He is
spoken of once in this part, once as the real Yoshiiye, once as the false
Yoshiiye, once as Sanekata in the episodc SHINOBU KOl SUSUME IRO TOKI,

and once as having taken part in a shosa or dance interlude. We are for-
tunate in having prints by Sharaku showing him in all these roles. The
others are numbers 8r, 82, 96, and ror.

This is another of the prints that we are able to add to the previously
known works of Sharaku. It has a hand-writtcn inscription in calligra-
phy that we shall soon see again in numbers 94 and 95, and that in the
present instance gives the name of the actor with a note that he later
called himself Takasuke, a name that he took ten or fifteen years after
thc.date of the production. The three other sheets of the pentaptych of
which num~ers 94 and 95 form a part, exist with inscriptions in the same
hand, b.ut different impressions of them. are shown here. Comparison of
the calhgraphy discussed in connection with the history of numbers roo
and ror is invited.

Hosoye. Untinted ground. Signed: Sharaku.

The Art Institute of Chicago (Buckingham Collection).
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93
Ichikawa Ebizii IV as Kamakura Gongorii Kagemasa. He is here ap-
pearing in one of the shibaraku or "wait-a-moment!" interludes which
were traditionally associated with the Ichikawa actors.

Ebiz6 also appeared in the main playas Abe no Sadato (numbers 83and
84) and then, when he was disguised as an envoy, he bore a somewhat
similar name, Kamakura Gondayu Kagenari, which should not becon-
fused with the name of the shibaraku role. In the present print the war-
rior represented was on the side of Yoshiiye and famous because of a
story that when an arrow had pierced his eye during one of the lights
against the Abe clan he merely broke off the shaft and leaving the barb
where it was, drew his own bow and killed his man. This s/II'baraktJ was
especially popular because it had been the first of them all-an unre-
hearsed interpolation by Danjuro 1I in the year] 7 r 4.

Here Ebizii is depicted with the make-up of the Ichikawa actors and
dressed in the voluminous over-mantle of brownish-red with white mon
which was traditional for shibaralru parts. Under this his costume ispat-
terned in white on green with a red scarf. His fan is white. The scabbard
of his sword is in black and faded red.

One of the two impressions of the print now in American collections
was reproduced in the Vignier-Inada Catalogue, number 306, as Rumpf
number 85 and by Noguchi. The other we reproduce here.

Hosoye. Untinted ground. Signed: Sharak u.

Fogg Art Museum (Duel Collection).
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94
Nakayama Tomisaburo as O-Fude, a cowherd.

233

The outer kimono is black with a design in yellow and white; the under
one is in somewhat faded rose. The obi is faded violet. The tree trunk and
the foreground are in yellow.

This print and the four that follow form a pentaptych.

In the dealer's advertisernent printed in the first edition of Kurth's
Sharaku the print now under discussion, which should be placed at
the left end of the set, was reproduced with the four other subjects, all
in impressions which were inscribed by hand. The inscription on this
sheet records the name of the actor and his nickname Gunya (Floppy or
Boneless) Tomisaburo, The onl y other impression that is known to exist
has been reproduced as Rumpf number 108, in the large Barboutau Cata-
logue, by Kurth and by Nakata.

Hosoye. Untinted ground with decoration of maple leaves. Signed:
Sharaku.

Museum of Fine Arts (Spaulding Collection).

95
Sakata Hangoro IIIas the yakko, Yahazu no Yatahei.

The actor is dressed in a red-brown kimono with a green lining, and a
blue apron with a yellow fringe. His under kimono is in rose. His collar
is striped blue and white. His tonsure is pale blue and the face and body
are pale rose. The hilt and tassel of his sword are blue. His tabi are black.
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He is seen under a branch of autumn maple leaves printed in rose.
The oround on which he stands and the rock behind him are in faded

b

yellow.

This is the second sheet of a pentaptych, and as in the preceding print
there is an inscription giving both the actor's professional name and his
nickname Kumaju, which is an abbreviation of his personal name, KUIll-
ajiiro. On the rock at the left of this print and the right of number 94is
written in large characters the name of Sanekata, whose ghost is shown
in the adjoining sheet, number 96.

There are two known impressions. The one which we reproduce ap-
pears in the Vignier-Inada Catalogue, number 300, Rumpf number 109,
Noguchi and the dealer's advertisem.ent to which we have referred so
often. The other, which is wider on the left, is reproduced by Kurth and
by Nakata.

Hosoye. Untintcd ground with decoration of maple leaves. Signed:
Sharaku,

The Art Institute of Chicago (Buck ingh.nn Collection).

96
Ichikawa Yaozo III as a birdseller, really the ghost of Chujo Sanekata

He wears a kimono of green and white and an under garment of faded
rose. On the fadecllight blue sleeveless outer garment there is a designof
birds 1ll red-brown, ancl this tone appears again in the cap. The fore-
rrrounci is faded pale yell . till b .b ow, te map e eaves a ovc arc JIl faded rose.

This is the central sheet of Ii .hccr scr TI . I fa ves eet set. rc two that come on Its e t
are numbers 94 ancl95.

The impression illustrate'c!· I, cI I' dverri d
b ..' 1Jl the ea er s a vertrscment relerre to
a ove had an l1l.sCnptiol 0'" . 1 'I bJ.\ JIlg the actor s name, Yaozo, as well as a
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second name, Takasuke, which he is not known to have used until at
least ten years after the date of this performance. The impression we
show is the only known duplicate and is the one reproduced in the
Vignier-Inada Catalogue, number 297 (color plate 85), Rumpf IIO,

Kurth, Nakata and Noguchi.

Museurn of Fine Arts (Spaulding Collection).

II

Hosoye. Untinted ground with decoration of maple leaves. Signed: Sha-
raku.

The Art Institute of Chicago (Buckingham Collection).

97
Ichikawa Danjiiro VI as Mimana Yukinori, the son of Yukinari.

The outer robe is in white and faded violet with medallions in green and
white. The under one is rose and white and has the medallions in white
and faded violet. The sash is green and yellow. The mirror case is yellow
and rose. As in the rest of the set the foreground is yellow. This is the
fourth sheet in a pentaptych composed of numbers 94 to 98.

The inscribed impression in the dealer's advertisement (see number 94)
is reproduced by Kurth and Nakata and as Rumpf number II I. It is
signed Sharaku. The only recorded duplicate is the one we show and this
has been trimmed so deeply that the signature cannot be seen. ,

I

I i. I
The inscription referred to notes that the Danjiiro here represented is the
sixth of his line. To avoid confusion it may be well to explain that Ebizo
IV, who had won great fame as Danjuro V, was the father of this actor.
In the eleventh month of 1791 he exchanged names with his young son,
then aged IS, who had previously been known as Ebizo III, and there-
fore during the period of Sharaku's brief productivity the father was
called Ebizo IV and the son Danjiiro VI.

Hosoye. Un tinted ground with decoration of maple leaves.
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Sakakiyama Sangoro II as Odae-Himc, the daughter of Michinaga.

The outer kimono is red and has a design of white fans with yellow, green
and violet cords. The under kimono is in faded rose with patterns in
violet and yellow. A red under garment is seen below. The trunk of the
maple is printed in green and yellow, its leaves arc in rose. The covering
of the tonsure is violet. The lips are touched with rose.

This is the final sheet of a pentaptych of which the four preceding I1lUl1-

bers are parts.

The inscribed impression (sec number 94) gives the name of Fujikawa
Muraj iro, which probably is one used later by Sangoro the records of
whose career are very meager. I t is now in the Stoelct Collection of Brus-
sels and is reproduced in the Vignier-Inada C:lta]ogue, number 297,
Rumpf nurnber 112, and by Noguchi. Kurth and Nakata use a different
one; and this is the first print in the five-sheet set of which there are two
impressions in America.

Hosoye. Untinted ground with decoration of maple leaves. Signed:
Sharaku.

Metropolitan Museum of Art (Mansfield Collection).
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99
Ichikawa DanjLlro VI probably as Arakawa Tan-) in some part of the
production which included the main play named at the top of the page.

In the cartouche below the personal mo n of the actor are his house and
poetry names Naritaya and Sansho,

The colors of the print are red-brown for the outer and green for the inner
kimono, with the collars in rose. The face is marked in strong rose-red,
and the fan-sticks are yellow.

The attribution gi ven above is based on a descri ption in the H yobnllki of
Danjuro's appearance in the role: and with thc hair arrangement shown
in the print. This would seem conclusive were it not for a doubt raised by
the fact that the not always accurate [(abtl/(i Nou/ai/(i lists the part of
Arakawa Taro in this production as played by lchikawn Omczo rather
than Ichikawa Danjuro. Quite possibly the actor here represented was
succeeded by the other at some rime during the run of the play, but it is
even more likely that we have here one of the misprints from whieh the
Ncnd aiki was by no means free.

'Nc exhibitthe only impression in A merica, a nd this hears a hand-written
inscription reading: "Roku-d;li-me," or "the sixth."

The one reproduced in the Vignier-In;lda Catalogue, number 255, ap-
pears aga1l1 as Rumpf number 53, ;md in Nouuchi. Still a third is repro-
duced by Kurth and Nakata. '

Aiban. Yellow ground. Signed: Sha rnk u.

The Art Institute of Chicago (Buck ingham Collection).
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100

Nakayama Tomisabur6 performing a lion-dance, known as a KIRIKA-

MURO from the hair arrangement which shows a small bald spot on top
of the head.

This is the left-hand sheet of a diptych and we will discuss the two prints
together.

The hand-written inscriptions on the prints give the names of the actors,
but must have been written at least ten years after publication because
that about Yaoz6 says that later he was called Takasuke, a name which
he did not take until 1804 or 1809. With the name Nakayama Tomisa-
buro is given his nickname "Floppy Tomi." The collection seals attached
to the mount were on a backing of the left-hand sheet when that came to
its present owner. The small one reads: Akino The larger of the two is
interesting because it is the collection seal of Ora Nanpo (1749-1823)
who is better known as Shokusanjin and who compiled the li.rst book
about the Ukiyo-ye School-Zoku Ukiyo-ye RUiko, or "Biographical
Studies of Ukiyo-ye Artists"-from the manuscript notes of Shikitei
Samba which passed into his hands at some time prior to 1815. The com-
pilation of this book is described in our prefatory essay.

The inscri ptions on these two prints and on others here catalogued which
came early to Germany and are reproduced by Kurth or in the advertise-
ment at the end of the li.rst edition of his Sharaku, are not in the hand-
writing of Ota Nanpo (Shokusanjin) which is well known, but are sup-
posed to have been written by Shikitei Samba from whose estate they are
said to have come, and who made the notes from which Shokusanjin
compiled his book. Before going to Germany the prints with these hand-
written inscriptions belonged to Teranigi Kiniiji of Tokyo, and it is he
who was responsible for the statement given to Rumpf that most, if not
all of them, came frorn the estate of Shikitei Samba.

The two sheets of the diptych here exhibited were together in the Jaekel
Collection in Germany when Kurth reproduced them in the li.rst edition
of his "Sharaku." They were reproduced together again in the 1922 edi-
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. h . 1 f them. still credited to the Jaekel Collection
tion of Kurt wit, one o. thh i h d b ld to a RUSSiandealer, and the other to e col-althou (T 1t a een so . .

. b f M d S -Negbaur. Ukiyo-ye T'aisa Vol. VIII, numberlection 0 a arne traus
h h f Kurth and shows them once more together.76, rep otograp s rom c

T heri '0 s of the left-hand sheet now are in America and onewo ot erimpressi n
of these appears in the Vignier-Inada Catalogue, number 303, Rumpf
number 94, Jacquin Catalogue, number 34, and Il1 Noguchi,

Hosoye. Untinted ground with decoration of maple leaves. Signed: Sha-
raku.

Ledoux Collection.

101

Ichikawa Yaozo III performing a lion-dance.

The coloring in this print and number 100 is the same except for the
fact that the under kimono and streamers in the left-hand sheet are
orange and white, whereas here they an: orange and yellow. In both the
over garments are violet with decorations in green, yellow and rose;
the outer kimono are rose-colored and decorated in green, yellow, violet
and faded blue; the obi are violet and faded blue. The foregrounds are
yellow, the tree trunk is yellow and green and the maple leaves are in
faded rose.

This, the right-hand sheet of the diptych, has been discussed under the
preceding number, and here we will only add that it was last reproduced
as Rumpf number 95 and in the Straus-Negbaur Sale Catalogue, num-
ber 273, at which time it had been separated from the left sheet throusb
the dispersal of the Jaekel Collection. No other impression has be~n
recorded, but there ISone other in America.

Hosoye. Untinted ground with decoration of maple leaves. Signed:
Sharaku.

Ledoux Collection.
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102

Nakamura Noshio II as Ono no Komachi, the heroine of beauty and
of sorrow, holding a poem-paper, presumably the one to be inscribed
with the verses which Ororno no Kuronushi tried to show that she had
not composed.

This is the left-hand sheet of a triptych, with numbers 103 and I04 in the
cen ter and on the right.

There is no impression of the print in America and we have rephoto-
graphed from the Vignier-Inada Catalogue, number 314, as Noguchi
did. Rumpf for his number 79 rephotographed from the Catalogue of
the Ritchie Sale (London 1911) an impression which was inscribed with
the name of the actor. The coloring has not been described.

I,

Hosoye. The background is recorded as untinted. Signed: Sharaku.

103
Sawamura S6jL\f()III as (homo no Kuronushi, a nobleman of the court
at which Komachi, who is represented in the preceding print, served, and
like her famous as a poet.

In fine irnpressions of this subject such as the one exhibited, the dominant
black of the outer robe is lightened with a superimposed pattern. The
under garment bears a design of gray and white lozenges with rosettes of
faded violet. The other tones in the composition are rose and yellow.

This is the central sheet of the triptych.

The Vignier-Inada Catalogue describes its impression, number 328, as
on yellow ground, but reproduces it in color plate 98 with a background
which apparently was untinted and so is like that of the one we exhibit,
though slightly more yellowish in tone. In this reproduction the lozenge
pattern in the sleeves of the under garment fails to show. The impressions
in the Bigelow Collection at the Museum of Fine Arts and in the William
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Rockhill Nelson Gallery of Art in Kansas City are in less good condition

h I I ct but both show the pattern and both have groundst an De one we se e , . .
that seem never to have had any trace of nnnng.

Rumpf for his number 80 rephotographs from the Vignier-Inada Cata-

logue.

The subject is one of Sharaku's finest designs in hosoye form and the im-
pression shown here was printed with very great care 111 all Its elaborate
details.

Hosoye. Untinted ground. Signed: Sharak u.

Museum of Fine Arts (Spaulding Collection).

1°4
Segawa Kikunojo III as Hanazono Gozen, the wife of <Stomono Kuro-
nushi who is represented in the central print of the triptych of which this
is the right -hand sheet.

The only colors that remain distinguishable are the faded rose of the
kimono and a little pale yellow elsewhere.

There was no impression of this subject in Paris when the Vignier-Inada
Catalogue was compiled and Rumpf in his number 81 rephotographs the
inscribed copy, signed Sharaku, from the Ritchie Catalogue which he
says was on a faded ground that may once have been yellow.

The only impression in America is deeply trimmed on the rizht so that
the signature is invisible and only the inside portion of the ~ublisher's
mark can be seen.

Hosoye. The background is in bad condition but shows no trace of having
been tin ted.

Schraubstadter Collection.
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NO HOi\iIARE

~ .

URU 'rOSHI MElKA

Sawamura SOJllro III as a messenger (hll\yal,l'), holding a child-in
reality Otomo no Kuronushi in disguise.

There is no question as to the performance with which this print should
be connected, but there is some doubt about the rf>!crepresented. vVehave
adopted Ihara's iden ti ticarion beca usc the Ya 1\115 Ira N inso Ka ga IIlI refers
to Sojllro's appearance as a messenger in the ninth scene of the ichibanmc.
The name on the sion-post, Sckidcra, is associated with the story of Ono

t>

no Komachi.

The bamboo is printed in black against moss green. The foreground is
yellow. Sojur» is dressed in a short outer garment of red-brown with
stripes of moss green on pale yellow. His skirt and the kimono of the
child arc in faded rose. The rest of the pri n tis rna in \yin two tones of gray.

This subject is the onl y known Sharak u hosoye in wh ich the background
is printed in black to indicate that the action represented occurred at
night. The nearest approach to it may he seen in number 78 which isalsoa
night scene but is said to have had the sky printed in a deep gray that
has oxidized.

The only impression hitherto reproduced W;IS rephotographed by No-
guchi and as Rumpf number IzH frOIl1 the Vumicr-l nada Catalozue,

1 d· t> 0num )cr30Z, an IS somewhat trimmed, espcci;rlly at the bottom. There
are two ImpressIons 111 America.

Hosoye. Black ground indiGlting night. Signcd: Sh;lraku.

Colburn Collection.
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Se awa Kikunojo III as Hanazono Gozen, the wife of ()romo no Kuro-
nushi who was shown in the preceding number disguised, and in hisown
semblance in mnnber 103. The role played by Kikunojo here is the same
as that in which he is represented in number 104, and in both caseschry-
santhemums are used in the design of the costume. In the present print
the actor is carrying plum blossoms.

The coloring of the under kimono is faded pale blue wi th a design of
chrysanthemums in rose with green stems. The obi is black. The outer
kimono is white with red plum blossoms. The under garment is red and
so is the textile that covers the tonsure. The comb, as usual, is in yellow
and the foreground is yellow.

This is another of the apparently unique prints that we have been able
to add to the previously listed works of Sharaku and we place it tenta-
tively as the central sheet of a triptych with number J 07 on its right. The
left-hand sheet does not seem to have survived, even in a single impres-
sion; but attention must be called to the fact that nVl: hosoye connected
with this play show branches coming in at the top, while the undulating
line of the ground on which the actors stand appears to be continuous.
More will be said on this point under the succeeding numbers.

Hosoye. Slightly grayish ground with branches above. Signed: Sharaku.

The Art Institute of Chicago (Buckingbam Collection).

1°7
Nakamura Noshio II probably as Ono no Komachi, the same roleas
that 111 which he is rep t d . b . .. .. resen e III num cr 102, and agalll ll1 a costume
decorated with cherry blo 1 I' .' I .'. ssorns. n t rc print now under discussion ie \s
standing beside the tn, l' f b . h.. Ill, 0 a tree one ranch of which comes into t e
top of the picture and is .' I bl .. \', s caJryll1g p urn ossoms 111 hIShands, We be ieve
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that this print should be placed on the right of the preceding one and that
the two form the surviving portions of what once was a triptych. Atten-
tion once more is invited to the cherry blossoms in the design of Noshio's
costume in I02 as well as here, and to the chrysanthemum design in the
robe worn by Kikunojo in numbers 103 and 106.

The coloring of the costume is faded rose, faded violet, black and white.
The foreground and the tree trunk are yellow.

The impression of the subjeet that we exhibit is the only one in America
and is the one reproduced in the Vignier-lnada C1t:i\o"ue number 3°1<...-' b , ,

Rumpf I05, and by Noguchi.

Hosoye. Slightly grayish ground with branches above Signed: Sharaku.

Museum of Fine Arts (Spaulding Col ketion).
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108

Nakamura Nakazo II as Prince Koretaka disguised. The exact action
of the play is not known, but this part of it seems to be developed from
an episode in the lse Monogaiari, which has to do with the nvalry of the
Imperial Princes Koretaka and Korehito. The Yakuslza Ninso Kagami
gives extravagant praise to Nakazii's acting of the role, especially in the
scene where he doffs the disguise shown in this print and the next, takes
off his hat, pulls the strings of his sleeves, and appears clad as befitshis
station.

Here the under kimono seen above the waist is a faded rose decorated
with Nakazo's personal mon in yellow. The kimono shown worn as a
skirt probably once was blue, but is now a dull straw color. The bundle
is a faded orange, the tree and background are yellow.

This print is another of those which we arc able to add to the previously
recorded works of Sharaku, No other impression is known.

The undulating line of the foreground, the branches above and the deli-
cate printing on the skirt and in the cherry design on the bundle, all
suggest some connection with the two preceding prints, numbers 106

and 107. It seems, however, impossible to arranze the three satisfactorily
together as a triptych. b

Hosoye. Slightly grayish ground with branches above. Signed: Sha-
raku.

Museum of Fine Arts (Bigelow Collection).
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1°9
Nakamura Nakazo II as Prince Koretaka disguised. The role is the
same as that in which Nakazo was shown in the preceding print, and
that part of the costume which is fully visible there but seen here only
about the neck is identical in the two, the design being composed of the
actor's personal mono In the cartouche above appear Nakazo's house and
poetry names, Sakaiya and Shiikaku.

This very striking design is printed wi th the cap and under garment in
brick red, and the stripes of the outer kimono in black, yellow and rose.
The mon are in vellow and faded violet.

No other of Sharaku's ten surviving prints in the series of aiban sizeall
yellow grounds can be assigned to this pia y, bu t there is some reason for
an assumption that Nakazo would have been especially singled out for
prominence in the pictorial record of the production because during this
performance he succeeded to the name. Before then he had been known
as Otani Oniji III, and Sharaku's portraits of him under that name and
wearing the mon appropriate to it may be seen as numbers 19,3 [and 32
of this catalogue. Of the two impressions of the print in American collec-
tions we have chosen the larger. The other wh ich is somewhat trimmed
but perhaps more brilliant, has been reproduced in color in the Vignier-
Inada Catalogue, number 257, and by Noguchi. Half-tone reproductions
of it occur in Rumpf number 45, Nakata, Ukiyo-ye Tnisci Vol. VIII,
number 7, and Louis Aubert plate IR. The one exhibited here has not
been reproduced before.

Aiban. Yellow ground. Signed: Sharaku.

Museum of Fine Arts (Spaulding Collection).
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Sanoaawa Ichimatsu III as Shizuhata, the younger sister of Hata
Daizen Taketora whose portrait we have in number II2 as he appeared
in a jorto'i episode of this same production.

The coloring of the costume is in green, yellow, faded violet and faded
rose. The foreground is yellow.

This print and the one that follows it seem to have some connection with
numbers lO6, 107 and lOS, as all nve have a definite and perhaps con-
tinuous foreground as well as blossoming branches at the top. We place
these two separately, however, because of various differences between
them and the other three. Perhaps the most prominent difference is that
the plum blossom.sat the top of the two now under discussion are printed
in color and with a black outline, besides wh ich they arc on larger branch-
es. In some of the five it is difficult to tell with certainty it the grounds
originally were left untinted or had been lightly overprinted with pale
gray.

II

The Vignier-Inada Catalogue, number 296, which Rumpf rephoto-
graphs for his number lO3 and Noguchi uses, arranges this print and the
next as the central and right-hand sheets at a triptych and suggeststhat
the left-hand sheet which is lost probably represented a ghost. The sug-
gestIOn IS a plausible one but neither tram the prints that have survived
nor from what little is known of the play can it be positively confirmed
or denied. The rmprcssion we exhibit is the only one in America.

Hosoye. Grayish ground with plum branches above. Signed: Sharaku.

Museum of Fine Arts (Spaulding Col1ection).

I I I

Arashi RyuZQ probabl 0-
I Y as tomo no Yamanushi who according to
t le contemporary Yak J N' - . . . ' ,. K 1 us ia inso Kaganu 111 this play pretends to bethe
prince oreta <awhom we 1, disvui1a\ e seen isguised 111 numbers 108 and 1'09.
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We place the print tentatively with number rio as part of an incom-

plete triptych.

It must be noted that opinions differ as to the: roles in this production
which are represented in the five prints with blossoming branches at the
top, numbers 106,107, loR, 110 and I TI, and we have therefore indicated
in the text for each print at least one of our reasons for the present attri-

butions.

Rvuzo is here wearing a black kimono with decorations in white reserve
and a blue lining. His waist cord is a faded purple. The foreground is
yellow and the plum blossoms have been tinted with rose.

There are two impressions of this print in America. The one in the Grab-
horn Collection, which was formerly in the Behrens Collection and is
reproduced by Kurth, has a ground that certainly has been tinted with
gray, as the ground of the one we exhibit we.believe to have been. The
subject has been reproduced in color horn a trimmed impression in the
Vignier-Inada Catalogue, number 296, where the ground is shown as
tinted, and this plate has been rephotographed for Rumpf number 104,
as well as by Nakata and Noguchi. For further discussion of the ground
color in these five prints seenumber 1 TO.

Hosoye. Gray ground with plum blossoms above. Signed: Sharaku.

Museum of Fine Arts (Bigelow Collection).
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Otani Hiroji
number T J o.

III as Hata Daizcn Takctora whose sister is shown in

This print forms a triptych with the two that follow it.

The hand-written inscription gives the name of the actor.

'vVehave rephotographed the only known impression from the Vignier-
l nada Catalogue, number 294 (color plate 81), as Noguchi did and as
Rumpf has done in his number 99. Its present whereabouts is unknown.

The coloring in the Vignier-lnada reproduction shows an over garment
mainly of brick red with black and yellow and an under kimono of faded
purple. The curtains are of yellow bamboo with green and black trim
and tassels of faded purple and rose.

Hosoye. Unrinted ground with a raised curtain at the top. Signed: Sha-
ra ku.

I I 3
Se<Yawa Tomisaburo l l probably as Prince Korctaka disguised as a lady-b _

in-waiting in the service of the Otomo.

The outer garment is violet with a design in white. The inner one is rose
and white. The curtains are yellow with green and black trim. The
tassels are rose and purple.

This central sheet of the triptych is not as rare as those on either side of
it, for there are three impressions in America.

The subject is reproduced from one print, Vignier-Inada Catalogue,
number 294, Rumpf number 100, and by Noguchi. Kurth and Nakata
use another.
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H U ti: ted cyro'lnd with a raised curtain at the top. Signed: Sha-Closoye. n 111 z> L

raku.

Museum of Fine Arts (Spaulding Collection).

I 14
Banda Hikosaburo III as "Godaisaburo," a gentleman whose more
formal name was Goinosuke Munesada.

He is dressed in a blue-green kirnono with kamisilimo of yellow and
faded violet lined with fading rose. The tonsure is in faded light blue.
The curtains are of yellow bamboo with green and black trim and tassels
of faded violet and rose.

This forms the right-hand sheet of a triptych with the two preceding
numbers.

We exhibit the only irnpression in America and the existence of no other
has been recorded. The print has been reproduced in plate 181 at the
large Moslc Catalogue, as Rumpf number lor, and by Kurth and
Nakata.

Hosoye. Untinted ground with a raised curtain at the top. Signed: Sha-
raku.

The Art Institute of Chicago (Buckingham Collection).
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URU TOSHI MEIKI\ NO I-IOMARE
...;)

...............................

lIS

Nakamura Nakazo II in the role of Aramaki Mimishiro pretending
to be Saizo in a kaomise shosagoto or "face-showing" dance interlude,
entitled MANZA1-SA1ZO, from the names of the traditional characters rep-
resented in it.

The Yakusha Ninso Kagami notes that the other f-lart, that of Manzai,
was danced by Segawa Kikunojo and that a special reason for the "face-
showing" was Nakazo's assumption of his new name, to which we have
referred in our description of number J 09. In any case this kaomlsc shosa
originally was a New Year's dance and a "face-showing" was customary
in productions of the eleventh month which was considered the opening
of the theatrical season. There are interesting discussions of kaomise in
general and especially of the MANZAI-SA1ZO dance in the glossary of Miss
Hirano's monumental book on Kiyonaga.

Presumably this print was part of a diptych, the lost sheet of which gave
a portrait of Kikunojo. See number J29.

Here, against a ground of yellow, the actor is seen dressed in a blue kal'/'li-
shlmo and a kimono of violet the designs on which nrc printed in yellow,
rose, blue and green. The under garments arc in rose, the tabi are blue, the
zori yellow. The strings on the hat are green and there are touches of rose
at the eyes.

This is the only example of the subject in America. A somewhat less
trimmed copy is reproduced by Kurth and Nakata and as Rumpf num-
ber 82 by rephotographing from the 1904 large Barboutau Catalogue
pnnt number 730, and we suspect that their listings of that impression
as on a gray ground were guesswork because the Barboutau Catalogue
does not mention the ground colors and the only other recorded impres-
SIOn,which ISthe one we exhibit, is printed on a ground of lovely yellow
thus aga1l1makll1g a portrait of Nakazo stand out among the prints con-
cerned with the productIon 111 which he took that name.

l-Iosoye. Yellow ground. Signed: Shar.i], 1I.

The Art Institute of Chicago (Buckingham Collection).

2G8
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II6
Ichikawa Yaozo III as Soga no Juro Sukenari, one of the brothers who
died nobly in the Bower of young manhood to avenge their father, and
whose graves may still be seen side by side near beautiful Lake Hakone.
The loyalty and bravery with which these two young men carried out
wha t the customs of the twelfth century made them believe to be their
duty, has endeared them to many and has made the various plays in
which their story is enshrined among the most perennially popular sub-
jects of the Kabuki stage. The costume of Soga no Juro traditionally
indicates the role through its design of those delightful birds which are
called chldori by the Japanese, and by us "sanderlings."

We place the Soga no Jiiro somewhat doubtfully as the left-hand sheet
of the triptych, following in this respect the arrangement of Rumpf
rather than that adopted by the Vignier-Inada Catalogue.

The print is in poor condition, but as we are attempting to describe even
those colors that in their present state have little or no resemblance to
what they once were, we will say that although now we can see little but
varying tones of yellow, the kimono seems once to have been mainly in
rose and violet.

271

The impression we exhibit is the only one in America and the existence
of any other is doubtful. It has been reproduced in the Vignier-Inada
Catalogue, number 292, and as Rumpf number 113. Itwas last described
in the catalogue of the Mutiaux Sale.

Hosoye. Background of lowered curtains. Signed: Sharaku.

Ledoux Collection.

I 17
Ichikawa Danjuro VI as Soga no Goro Tokimune. In this print we see
the other of the two boys who accomplished the vendetta described under
the preceding number. Soga no Goro ~lsu~llyis represented in prints of
this period with a design of butterflies 111 his costume.
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This print and the two that precede and follow it form a triptychwhich
we have arranzed in the order adopted by Rumpf rather than WIththe
sheets here placed at the left and center transposed, as the Vignier-Inada
Catalogue has them.

The curtain is in yellow bamboo with bindings in violet and black.The
outer garment of the actor is red; the under one is pink with the butter-
flies in white. The textile at his waist has stripes of pale blue.

Until lately there were two impressions in America. The one that we
reproduce is slightly trimmed but is in quite good condition. The other
was reproduced in the Vignier-Inada Catalogue, number 292, asRumpf
number 114, and in the sale catalogue of the Mutiaux Collection from
which it passed to the collection of the late H. P. Garland from whose
estate a number of prints recently have gone back to Japan.

Hosoye. Background of lowered curtains. Signed: Sharaku,

Museum of Fine Arts (Spaulding Collection).

I I 8
Ichikawa Ebizo IV as Kudo Suketsune the victim of the revenueac-
complished by the brothers shown in the'central and left-hand sh:etsof
the triptych.

The curtains are in green and yellow with black and violet trimmings.
Thherobe and hakama of the actor are bl ue with a pattern of green-leaved
t istlcs 1I1 rose The under- 1-· 1·1··· . f. ,11110no I ccwise ISIn rose and the stnngso
the black hat are green. '

This print is in superb di . d 1 .. 1 b ·11' - can rtion an t re only duplicate of it in Amenca

V
IS.ess rII ladnt 1I1 color. A trimmed impression is reproduced in the
igrner - na a Ca tal ague bN h· N k c , num er 292, as Rumpf number II5 and by
oguc I. a cata uses another. '

Hosoye. Background of 1 d .Owere curtal11S.Signed: Sharaku.

The Art Institute of Chica« (B ki
bO uc <ingharn Collection).
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119

Sawamura Sojuro III as Saga no Jllro Sukenari.

Again we have a triptych showing the Soga brothers and their enemy
Kudo Suketsune as we had in numbers 116, 117 and 118.

The chldori in the costume of the actor traditionally indicate that he is
playing Soga no [iiro. This is the left-hand sheet of the triptych.

The kamishima and haliama of the costum.e are in faded blue with stripes
of faded violet and the chulori design in white. The under garment is red.
The tonsure and the collar are in pale gray-blue.

The print we exhibit is the ani y impression in America. Another that was
somewhat trimmed is reproduced in the Vignier-Inada Catalogue, num-
ber 293, as Rumpf number II6, and by Noguchi.

Hosoye. Across the background runs a horizontal band of faded blue
bearing in white the man of the Ito family which designates the Saga.
Signed: Sharaku.

Metropolitan Museum of Art (Mansfield Collection).

120

Bando Mitsugoro II as Soga no Gore Tokimune.

The butterfly design identifies the role as it did in the Sova no Goro sheet
of the preceding triptych h' 1 1·1· 1 b"'··d d'" , W IC 1 I ce t le one now ell1g consi ere
showed the two brothers facing their hereditary enemy.

This is the central sheet. The coloring has not been described.

We have rephotographed as Rumpf did for his number II7, and as
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Noguchi did, from the Vignier-Inada Catalogue, number 293, a slightly
trimmed impression formerly 111 the Vever Collection and now 111 that of
Mr. Matsukata.

Hosoye. Background as in the preceding number. Signed: Sharaku.

121

Bando Hikosaburo III as Kudo Suketsune, the villain of the tragic
story. This is the right-hand sheet of the triptych.

The peculiar hair arrangement used on the Kabuki stage to indicate
malefactors of high rank may be seen again here.

Once more we have been obligee! to rephotograph a print now in the
Matsukata Collection from the reproduction in the Vignjer-Inada Cata-
logue, number 293. Rumpf uses for his number II 8 the same trimmed
impression, and Noguchi publishes it again. The only other known to
the writers of this catalogue is in the Rijksmuseum voor Volkenkunde
at Leiden. The coloring has not been described.

Hosoye. Background as in number 119. Signed: Sharaku.
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devoted to a girl called Oman; all of which is very much as though a
new play should be put on with the names of the chief characters Romeo
and Juliet, but with the plot totally different from that of the Shake-
spearean drama. A more detailed discussion of the original form of the
Gengobei-Koman story may be found in our introductory essay.

The four following prints, numbers 122 to I2S, are parts of a pentaptych,
the fifth sheet of which is unknown but in all probability represented
Segawa Kikunojo as the geisha Koman. We have rearranged the order
adopted by Rumpf for the surviving sheets and consider that the missing
one came at the extreme left.

280
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122

Iwai Kumesaburo as the geisha Kumekichi,

He is dressed in an outer kimono which probably once was purple and
now is pale chocolate brown. The obi is mainly pale rose with circles in
green and black. The under kimono is in faded rose. The foreground
probably was yellow; the once blue bands in the background have faded
to dull straw color with a white wave design which has become almost
invisible.

We believe tha t in the original set of Ii.ve sheets the one now unknown
came at the lett of this one, and we have reason to assume that the print
we place here as next in order survives only in the much trimmed impres-
sion exhibited, which was rephotographed by Rumpf for his number 119
from a cut in the catalogue of the Crewdson Sale (London 1919)'

Hosoye. The background is the wall of a room decorated with three
horizontal bands the upper and lower of which once were blue with
water motives in white, while the central band shows flowering cherry
branches against an untinted ground. Signed: Sharaku.

123
Sawamura Soji:lroIII as Satsuma no Gengobei, the hero of the piece.

Museum of Fine Arts (Bigelow Collection).

The outer garment is in gray and white. The under one is solid green.

In the composition of the original pentaptych Gengobei presumably oc-
cupied the central position with two wO~1enon either Sideof hU11.The
impression we exhibit is the only one m America and bemg slrghtly
trimmed on the left, as the preceding number was on the fight, the con-
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Segawa Tomisabur6 II
Gengobei.

...............................................................

. . b the two of the detached cherry branch which is lowertlllUlty etwecn .
than the others fails to show clearly, though more of it can be seen here
than is visible in the other print. A more nearly intact ImpressIOn, repro-
duced in color in the Vicrnier-Inada Catalogue, number 295, has been
rephotographed for Rumpf number 1.20, and by Noguchi.

Hosoye. Background as in number 122. Signed: Sharaku.

Museum of Fine Arts (Spaulding Collection).

124
Segawa Yujiro II as the servant girl O-Towa.

We believe that this print should be placed where we have it and not at
the extreme right end of the set, partl y because the cherry branches of
number I25 must come from this tree and would do so more naturally
in this arrangement, and partly because the actor, though looking toward
the left, is moving toward the right.

•We have rephotographed the reproduction in Kurth as Rumpf did for
his number 122. The coloring has not been described. Nakata reproduces
a different impression, much trimmed on the left.

Hosoye. Background as in number 122. Signed: Sharaku,

as another of the geisha in the entourage of

He is dressed in an outer kimono of faded purple and wears an obi that
IS mainly in green. The horizontal blue bands with white water motives
on the background have lost their color, and while the print is in much
be~ter condition than number 122 is and than number 124 appears to be,
the original tonality of the set can only be judged from number 123,
which shows Gengobel himself.
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We consider this to be the right-hand sheet of what oncewas a pentaptych
of which only the four sheets that are grouped together here have sur-
vived.

The original Japanese collector who wrote inscriptions on this and other
prints by Sharaku which found their way to Germany and are repro-
duced byKurth, sometimes added to the name of the actor the nickname
by which he was popularly known. In this case the inscription reads:
Segawa Tomisaburo, generally called Hateful Tomi. (Yo ni Iya Tomi.]
The picture is one of Sharaku's most malicious portraits, but the second
Tomisaburo had been an amateur for a large part of his life and even in
his later years may not have been as finished an actor as those with whom
he played.

No other impression of the print is known to have survived. This one
which was at one time in the Jaekel Collection, has been reproduced by
Rumpf as his number T2 T, aswell as by Kurth, Nakata and others.

Hosoye. Backgrou nd as in number 1"22. Signed: Sharaku.

Ledoux Collection.
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Sawamura S6jiir6 III as Satsuma no Gengobei, a role in which wehave
seen him depicted at a happier moment in number 123. Here he isdraw-
ing his sword presumably in the scene where he kills Koman.

In the cartouche below the personal rnon of the actor are his house and
poetry names Kinokuniya and Tosshi.

The outer kimono is in faded violet with stripes of gray and yellow, and
the last mentioned color shows again in the lining of the sleeve. The
under robe is in rose with the collar in black. The tonsure is in faded light
blue as are the wrappings of the sword hilt with its yellow (golden)
fittings.

The impression we exhibit is the only one in America. Another is repro-
duced in the Vignier-Inada Catalogue, number 260, as Rumpf number
54, and by Noguchi.

Aiban. Yellow ground. Signed: Sbara ku.

The Art Institute of Ch icago (Buck inghalll Col lcction ).
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127

Banda Mitsugoro II as the retainer Hachiyemon.

In the cartouche under Mitsugoro's personal man are his house and
poetry names Yarnatoya and Zegyo.

The actor now has changed from the costume and hair arrangement ap-
propriate to the role of Soga no Goro in which he is shown in number
I20, and is playing the role of a retainer of Satsuma no Gengobei whom
we have seen in numbers I23and 126.

• We have rephotographed from the Vignier-Inada Catalogue, number
259, as Rumpf did for his number 48, the only known impression which
was at one time in the Rouart Collection in Paris and now is in that of
Mr. Matsukata in Kobe. The coloring has not been described.

Aiban. Yellow ground. Signed: Sharaku.
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UNIDENTIFIED

...........................................

Segawa Kikunojo III possibly as Koman in GODAlRIKI KOI NO FUJIME.

In the cartouche below the personal mon of the actor are his house and
poetry names Hamamuraya and Roko.

•

The serious doubt of the identification given above is due to the fact that
in the version of the Koman-Gengobei story which was put on for the
production whose scenes we have been listing, Koman was transformed
from Sangobei's wife into a geisha and is said to have appeared through-
out the play in geisha costume; whereas the costume represented in
the print is that of a married woman of the middle class and therefore
would be correct for Koman in the earlier version. The other possible
identifications, however, have equally forceful objections that can be
made to them. In different sections of the same production Kikuncjo
appeared as O-Hisa, a Ill.aid servant, and in an unidentified role which
may possibly be recorded in the print that follows. For neither of these
parts is the costume correct. If we go back to the plays put on at the
Miyako-za in the eleventh month of 1794 under the general title of URU
TOSH! MElKA NO HOMARE we find the actor playing three parts-Hana-
zono Gozen, a lady of the nobility, who is not recorded to have appeared
in any part of the production in disguise, the tea-house waitress O-Hama,
and Yamato Manzai in a shosagoto. Clearly none of these gives the clue.
The only remaining possibility is the role of O-Sono in a production of
the fourth month of 1795, and it is highly unlikely that one aiban would
have appeared alone three months after the last of the nine others and at a
date later than that at which all the evidence we have accumulated shows
that Sharaku ceased to design prints.

In the picture the actor wears an outer kimono of moss 0Teenwith a black
c~llar and a black obi in which is a floral pattern in black. The under
kimono IS VIOlet~n? has below it an under garment of rose with a white
collar. The comb IS III soft yellow and the covering of the tonsure isviolet.

There are two impressions in America. The one of these that we exhibit
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has been reproduced by Kurth and Nakata and in the catalogue of the
sale of prints from the Kunsthalle of Bremen. A third may be studied
in reproduction in the Vignier-Inada Catalogue, number 258, and as
Rumpf number 52.

Aiban. Yellow ground. Signed: Sharaku.

The Art Institute of Chicago (Buckingham Collection).
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129
Segawa Kikunojo III in an unidentified r6le.

The orthodox v:ay to c~talogue ~is subject is to say that it represents the
third Scgawa Kikunojo IJ1 the role of the shirabyoshi Hisakata pretend-
mg to be the New Year Dancer Yamato Manzai in URU TOSHIMElKA
NO HOMARE.The reasoning back of this attribution is that a contem-
porary play-bill shows the actor in that part with a somewhat similar
hat and with an open fan, and that therefore the print must go with num-
ber 115 as the missing portrait of Kikunojo dancing with Nakamura
Nakazo II in the Manzai-Saizo interlude The two prints however. "
face in the same direction and do not form a diptyeh; besides which
number 115, at least in the only impression actually known to us, is
printed on a ground of pale but definite yellow, whereas the sheet now
under consideration is on a completely un tinted ground. The hat is cor-
rect for the r61e and so is the mantle which, by the way, is not shown in
the banzuke, but the two prints certainly do not look as though they were
designed to go together.

The other possible identification would connect the subject with MITSU-
SEGAWAAZUMANINGVO,a nagauta given at the end of GODAIRIKIKOINO
FUJIME, various scenes front which we have just been listing. It cannot,
however, represent the actor as he appeared there in an Otobom ai or male
dance, because the costume he used for that is shown to be quite different
in an extant play-bill covering the performance. The title of the piece,
however mivht be translated either as "The Third Segawa's Eastern, "Dolls" or as "Sezawa's Three Eastern Dolls," and if the last mentioned of
these two possibilities is correct the actor may have appeared in three
costumes-an assumption which we have not been able either to prove or

to disprove.

As in number 128 which we connect tentatively with GODAIRIKIKOINO
FUJIME, Kikunojo is robed in faded violet over faded rose, but in the
print now under discussion he has taken off hIS outer kimono and has
put on a black ceremonial hat, while over hIS left.sh~ulder IS thro~ll
loosely a great mantle now greenish gray ill tone, which ISdecorated with
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his personal man in white. This use of the man in white would indicate
the Manzai role, but it appears again ill color at the bottom of the kimono.
The obi is black.

................................ n .

The subject is one of the most justly famous of Sharaku's designs in
hosoye form, a superb thing in composition, dramatic power and charac
teriza tion.

There is no other impression in America but two others have been re-
produced. For reproductions in color we refer to Vignier-Inada Cata-
logue, number 323, plate 97, and Noguchi; the more important repro-
ductions in half-tone are those in Rumpf number 83, Kurth, Nakata and
the large Barboutau Catalogue.

Hosoye. Untinted ground. Signed: Sharaku.

Ledoux Collection.
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MISCELLANEO us

hese two prints can best be considered together becausc they were
issued, presumably at the close of [794,. In memory of three actors who
had died and in special commemoration of Ichikawa Monnosuke II
whose death occurred during the eleventh month of that year.

In the print that we place at the left Monnosuke IS shown dres~ed as he
had been in a shibaraku role, probably that of Salta MusashiBo Benkei
which he had played with Kanzayemon in 1792, and in the right hand
one he is being received in Hades by his former par~er, Nakajima Kan-
zayernon III who here is shown as Emma Dai-O, the King of the
Dead, this being the part that he had played opposite Monnosuke in the
main part of the same performance. Kanzayemon had died in the first
month of 1794,-nine months before Monnosukc.

The actor dressed as a woman who is kneeling beside King Emma and
pointing toward the new arrival in his realm, is Nakamura Tornijiiro I
who had been particularly renowned for his pbying offema1e parts some
years before, and who had died in 1782. As Tomijiiro had been at the
height of his fame when Monnosuke was young the two prints apparent-
ly associate the great actor who had just died with one of the earliest and
one of the latest of his distinguished companions.

The coloring of the costume worn by IV[onnosuke has not been described
but we know that in shibaral(u parts the heavy over mantle habitually
worn was in brick-red and bore the Ichikawa rnon in.white. In the right-
hand sheet Kanzayemon is in pale yellow and lavender with touches of
rose. Tomijuro wears a rose under kimono and an outer kimono of black
which bears his rnon of arrows in alternate stars of white and lavender.

The print showing Monnosuke is known only in a single, trimmed, im-
pression, now In the Matsukata Collection and formerly in that of
M. Vcvcr. We have rephotographed this from the Vignier-Inada Cata-
logue, number 288, as Rumpf did for his number I, and as Noguchi has
done ..The Vigni:r-Inada Catalogue, almost certainly through a typo-
graphical error, lists both of the sheets now under discussion as having
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mica grounds. Kurth questions this statement, Rumpf discards it, and as
mica grounds had been prohibited before Monnosuke died there can be
little doubt of its falsity. Incidentally, the right-hand sheet which we
can show in an actual impression rather than from a photograph, is not
on a mica ground but on one that is tinted with gray.

The print showing Kanzayemon and Tomijuro receiving Monnosuke
is known to exist in two impressions. The one of these that we exhibit is
cutonly slightly at the top, bottom and on the right, but has been trimmed
considerably on the left. I t now measures 12x 8 inches instead of the usual
13 x 9 of the aiban form. I t was at one time in the Behrens Collection. The
present whereabouts of the other is unknown, but it is of the full size and
is reproduced in the Vignier-Inada Catalogue, number 289, as Rumpf
number 2, and as the title page of Noguchi.

Both prints: Aiban. Grounds as discussed above. Signed: Sharaku.

Right-hand sheet: Grabhorn Collection.
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Westlers and umpires contemplating the child wonder Daidozan
Bunvoro who was entered as a student of wrestling in ]794·

b '

The left-hand and right-hand sheets of this triptych show in each of the
two, five well known wrestlers of the period whose names are given.
Rum pf transcribes all ten of these names and it seems unnecessary to list
them again here, though we would mention the fact that as one of the
wrestlers depicted, Tanikaze Kajinosuke II, died in the first month of
1795 his presence in the print helps to place its datc as before that time.

Japanese authorities on the history of wrestling have noted that all ten
of the champions shown appeared in the programs of 1794, and have
dated the print even more exactly as of the eleventh month of that year.
The central sheet shows the child prodigy in the ring with two umpires
gazing at him, and it rna y be assumed that the picture commemorates his
entrance into the fraternity of the gentle art. Number 135 shows the boy
again, but there alone.

We rephotograph from the Viunicr-Inada Caralovuc number ?)~1an
'-J c': b ' - ,

impression whose present location is unknown, and in this we follow the
precedent established in Rumpf Numbers 39 to 4T, and by Noguchi. The
colonng has not been described.

Oban. Gray ground. Signed: Sharaku.
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135
Ertrait of the famous fat boy Daidozan Bungor6 showing his strength.

In the preceding number we saw the same prodigy of corpulence and
power in the wrestling ring. Here we have hirn alone and dressed in what
has been described as a bathrobe with black and yellow stripes. The text
above gives his age, weight, girth etc.; but exci ting as he was to the public
and to the print makers of the time, all we feel callcd on to record here is
that he appears in the print at the age of seven and that considerably be-
fore then his father had presented a petition for financial help in feeding
him. The measurements and the statement of age given in the print fix
its date as at the beginning of 1795·

We have rephotographed from the Vignier-Inada Catalogue, number
250, an impression now in the Matsukata Collection, which seems to be
the same one reproduced as Rumpf number 42 and by Noguchi. Kurth
uses another.

Oban. Described as on yellow ground. Signed: Sharaku.
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136
All illustration of the famous story, MOMI]i-Gt\IU, the Maple Picnic.
The tale relates that Taira no Koreshige went out to view the autumn
maples and fell in with a party of young girls whose picnic he shared hap-
pily until one of them suddenly turned into a gigantic demon and tried
to kill him.

This print and another which Rumpf reproduces as his number 43, but
which we have ventured to consider spurious, stand somewhat apart from
the rest of Sharaku's work, and neither of the two is known to exist in
more than a single impression. The one here under discussion was repro-
duced as Rumpf number 44, and last appeared as number II3 in a Jap-
anese auction held in April, 1937, from the catalogue of which we have
rephotographed it. The coloring has not been described, in so far as we
have been able to ascertain, except for that of the background. The date
cannot be determined accurately, but from the signature and other bits
of circumstantial evidence we would assign it to the close of T794 or the
beginning of 1795·

Aiban. Yellow ground. Signed: Sharaku.
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DRAWINGS OF ACTORS

This drawing has been reproduced in the Barboutau Catalogue, number
2I8C, as Rumpf Drawing number I, and by Kurth, Nakata and No-
guchi. It is described under number 32 of the Jacquin Catalogue.

137
Osagawa Tsuneyo II, Sawamura Sojiiro III and Ichikawa Yaozo II,
grouped before a rolled-up curtain closely resembling that which appears
in prints numbered 112 to I I4, which record a play given in the eleventh
month of I794.

The identifications of the rilles written over the 111011 of two of the actors
probably are a later addition and erroneous in their attributions.

,
The only indications for color in this ink drawing are red on the lips of
Yaozo and the eyelids of Sojuro, and blue on the shaven chin of the last
mentioned actor.

Unsigned. Size 8Yz x 12 inches.

Museum of Fine Arts (Spaulding Collection).
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DRA\VINGS OF ACTORS

138 139
Left-hand sheet: Ichikawa Tomiyemon, Sakata Hangor6 III and Sano
gawa Ichimatsu III. Right-hand sheet: Ichikawa Danjuro VI and Onoye
Matsusuke I. The background in both sheets is the same, a lattice fence
on either side of the uprights of a torii, the cross pieces of which arc
invisible.

•

We make no comment on this diptych except to point out that in his
designs for prints Sharaku did not use decorative backgrounds before the
eleventh month of 1794 but did use them at that time and for the first
month productions of 1795.

These two drawings have been rephotographed here from the Barbou-
tau Catalogue, numbers 218H and G, as Rumpf rephotographed them
for his Drawings numbers n and III, and as Kurth, Nakata and others
have done.

Unsigned. 8Yz x 12 inches each.

3,6
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DRAWINGS OF ACTORS
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Left-hand sheet: Segawa Kikunojo III, Otani Oniji Ill, and Banda
Mitsugoro II. Right-hand sheet: Ichikawa Komazo II, Ichikawa Ornezo
and Nakayama Tomisaburo. The composition of the two sheets is tied
together by the maple trees at either end and the leafy branches that
droop into both pictures. These form the only background for the figures
of the three wandering entertainers on the left, but the upper class people
on the right and their servant are seen against the curtain hung for a
plCl1lC.

In our preliminary discussion of the dating of the set, attention has been
called to the fact that the kimono worn in this diptych by Kikunojo and
by Tomisaburo are the same as those in which they are shown in prints
ro6 and 94, one of which had to do wi th a performance at the Miyako-za
in the eleventh month of 1794, and the other of which portrayed a scene
from the production at the Kiri-za which was put on at the same time. To
this statement we would add that the maple tree of the drawing appears
again in the print of Tomisaburo,

The indications of coloring in the left-hand sheet are red for the lips of
all three actors, with a little blue on the chin of Oniji and elsewhere.

The original we exhibit of the left-hand sheet showing the three mounte-
banks, was rephotographed from the Barboutau Catalogue, number
2ISD, for Rumpf Drawing number IV, as well as by Kurth, Nakata,
etc. It was described under number 31 of the Jacquin Catalogue and it
passed from that sale to the Spaulding Collection. The right-hand sheet
has been rephotographed by us from the Barboutau Catalogue, number
2lSF, as Rumpfrephotographed it for his Drawinv number V and as the

I
b ,

usua others have done.

Unsigned: Size: 8yz x 12 inches each.

Left sheet: Museum of Fine Arts (Spaulding Collection).
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142
Morita Kanya VIII and Arashi Ryuzo, The background shows the
entrance to a house with a large lantern, a fence and tree at the left. On
the lantern is the Sasarindo crest that appeared in number 137 and is
associated with the Genji. The attitude of Kanya who is holding a port-
able lantern between his teeth, is said by Rumpf to have been copied from
a print by Shunsho.

The drawing is in black and gray inks. The tonsures are blue. There is
red around the eyes of the figure at the left.

This sheet has been reproduced in the Barboutau Catalogue, number
218B, as Rumpf Drawing number VI, and by Kurth, Nakata, etc.

Unsigned. Size 8Yzx 12 inches.

The Art Institute of Chicago (Buckingham Collection).
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Banda Hikosaburo III, Nakamura Sukegora II and Iwai Kiyotaro.
They are at the entrance to a house and in the background is a hedge,
snow-covered.

The drawing has been reproduced in the Barboutau Catalogue, number
218E, from which we have rephotographed it as Rumpf did for his
Drawing number VII, and as Kurth, and Nakata have done.

Unsigned. Size 8Yzx 12 inches.
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Matsumoto Yonesaburo kneeling and an actor of the Segawa line,
probabl y Segawa Yiijirii II, standing. The character Yt7 indicating Yujiro
appears to have been written on the Segawa mono The print is without
background and is half the width of the others. The signature has been
pasted on, and, as was noted in our prelim.inary remarks about the set,
the drawing is said to bear the seal of Toyokuni which would indicate
that at one time it had been owned by him. The seal is not visible in the
reproductions.

•

It has been suggested that this half-width drawing was not for the final
single page of the book for which the others apparently were made, but
was a separate entity, perhaps designed to go into the set of two full-
length figures on mica grounds, but never printed with them. The stand-
ing actor might be Segawa Tomisaburii or Segawa Kikunojo rather than
Segawa Yiijiro, but even if that is the case the drawing could not repre-
sent any actual stage scene unless Yonesaburii who ordinarily was at the
Kiri-za, could be shown to have become temporarily a member of the
Miyako-za company and could be found to have played such a scene as
that depicted with any of the Segawa actors mentioned.

This drawing was reproduced in the Barboutau Catalogue, number
218A, from which we have rephotographed it as Rumpf did for his
Drawing number VIII, and as Kurth, Nakata and others have done.

Signed: Sharaku. Size: 8 Yz x 6 inches.
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145
Okarne-a popular conception of the Shinto deity Ame no Uzume no
Mikoto----throwing beans in the annual demon-chasing ceremony.

This curious fan which quite possibly is an authentic work by Sharaku,
has a background of light gray rnica, or mica over light gray. It seems to
have been printed in so far as the outlines of the figure and the signa-
ture are concerned, but the costume and comb are hand colored in black
and gray and yellow.

The poem has been translated as follows: "As the mountains are so high
there is no fear that a storm will injure the flowers in the ravine." This
is, however, a play on words, which makes the double entendre of the
lines signify that Okamc's small nose is protected by her over-hanging
cheeks.

Signed: Sharaku. Size: ISJ.l inches between the upper corners.

The Art Institute of Chicago (Buckingham Collection).
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146
It would be pleasant to say with assurance that this remarkable fan is
a portrait of Toyokuni by Sharaku; but a catalogue must sometimes
seek safety in equivocations and qualifying clauses, and the drawings
of actors made to be cut on wood-blocks give insufficient evidence as
to the quality of Sharaku's original brush work to enable anyone to say
with certainty that the painting now under consideration which seems to
us far finer in that particular, is by him. We believe that it is, but we
cannot establish the fact

Our photograph is from a reproduction of the fan which appeared with
an article about it in the Novernber 1932 issue of Ukiyo-ye Gcitutsu.
The author, Muneshige Narasaki, does not give the name of the owner
but does say that the original is in Matsukase, Ise. He describes the
portrait as that of an elderly looking man of the Tea-Master or Haiku-
Poet type. He fails, as we do, to see the significance of the white doll
figure of a child, or to identify the object beneath its outstretched right
hand. The print on which it is standing is signed Toyokuni and bears the
name of a publisher which Mr. Narashige reads Maru-kyu. He considers
the subject of the print to be a-Han and Choyernon and very tentatively
tries to connect this with the production of a play about them in 1803. If
we could see an actual impression of the print itself and could identify
the actors, this dating might be possible to confirm or disprove; but
having before us only the photograph of a not very clear reproduction of
an ink copy, we can do no more than call attention to the fact that the
story of Choyernon was a favorite on the Kabuki stage and that Sharaku
himself made prints for a production of it in 1794. (See numbers 36 to
39 of this catalogue.)

Our identification of the portrait as representing T oyokuni (1769-1825)
is based on its similarity to a bust-portrait of that artist which is repro-
duced as the right-hand cut on plate 17 of the first volume of Succc's
Toyoleuni. The contours of the two faces are the same, the bushy eye-
brows are the same, but the most strikino resemblance between the two

b

is in the deep lines about the nose and mouth. The portrait on the fan is
of an older man whose face has become more deeply furrowed, but the

33°
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characterization is worthy of Sharaku and the quality of suggestive line
in every detail of the mask makes one remember print after print in
which character and theatrical verisimilitude were accented by just such
exaggerations. The face, we admit, seems too old for a man of 34, but
soon after r800 Toyokuni himself may have suffered as rapid and as sad
a decline as his art did; and it must not be forgotten that the earliest ref-
erences to Sharaku mention his habit of exaggeration to which we have
once again called attention just above. Of course the identification is ten-
tative; but does not the complimentary presence in the picture of a print
signed "Toyokuni" give a definite clue as to the portrait?

Our catalogue ends as any catalogue which deals with so difficult a sub-
ject should end, with a question mark; and we have only to add that
those who have compiled it will wait with genuine interest to learn what
corrections and additions will be made by those who follow down the
path for which we have helped to clear the way.

The fan is signed Sharaku and bears beneath the signature his kakihan
or written seal.
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